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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
1-1 Purpose
To standardize the G3 Plans, Operations, and Training department, personnel
responsibilities, subordinate unit requirements, and standard operating procedures
within the Kansas Army National Guard (KSARNG). This SOP outlines how the staff
supports the Land Component and subordinate Commander’s training objectives within
the following areas: training management, training readiness, resource management,
and budget execution. To enhance readiness and lethality for individual Soldiers and
units within the KSARNG in preparation to support both T32 domestic response and T10
mobilization in support of federal missions.
1-2 Applicability
This circular applies to all elements assigned or attached within the Kansas Army
National Guard.
1-3 Training Plans and Implementation
This document is effective upon receipt for subordinate units to the JFHQ-KS element in
Title 32 status
1-4 Mission
Through resource prioritization, provide properly equipped, well-trained, agile Soldiers
and units capable of prompt mobilization in the event of war, natural disaster, manmade catastrophe, and civil unrest.
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1-5 Organizational Structure

Figure 1-1 Org Structure

Table 1-1 G3 contact roster
Position
Director/G3
G3 SGM
Training Branch Chief
Mobilization Branch
Chief
G5/7
FIRO
CUOPS
CHOPS

Phone

Position

Phone

785-646-0306
785-646-0309
785-646-0305

FUOPS
QS Manager
CLS V Manager

785-646-0315
785-646-0312
785-646-0328

785-646-0326

SR Budget Analyst

785-646-0317

785-646-0347
785-646-0325
785-646-0313
785-646-0314

Budget Analyst
Budget Analyst
1ID LNO

785-646-0319
785-646-0318
785-646-0329
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1-6 Roles and Responsibilities
Each key leader and department within G3 have responsibilities within the command
structure. This section defines an individual or department's responsibilities within G3 to
provide continuity for incoming personnel and to ensure subordinate units
understanding of each staff member’s role within G3.
a. Director of Plans, Operations, and Training (DPOT). The DPOT or G3 is
responsible for training, operations, plans, force development, and modernization. The
G3 is the primary staff officer responsible for integrating and synchronizing operations
for the KSARNG Land Component Commander (LC-CDR). Ensures the integration and
synchronization of KSARNG Directorates and subordinate units across the planning
horizons in current operations integration, future operations, and plans integrating cells.
Additionally, the DPOT authenticates all plans and orders for the commander to ensure
that the directorates and subordinate units are synchronized in time, space, and
purpose per the commander’s intent and planning guidance. Provides oversight of
oversight and guidance of budget execution and serves as approval authority for
expenditure of all assigned MDEPs.
b. Training Branch Chief. The Training Branch Chief or State Training Officer
(STO) serves as the Deputy Director of Plans, Operations, and Training and is the
DPOT’s primary assistant and must be prepared to assume the duties and
responsibilities of the DPOT as required. The STO ensures KSARNG capabilities and
requirements are programmed, funded, resourced, properly documented, justified, and
prioritized, as well as coordinated and synched across the KSARNG leadership,
Directorate staff, and subordinate units IAW applicable laws and regulations IOT to
support the KSARNG LC-CDR’s initiatives, priorities, and intent.
c. Operations SGM. The KSARNG G3 Sergeant Major (SGM) serves as the
Operations Sergeant Major for the Kansas Army National Guard DPOT and is the
principal enlisted advisor to the G3. Duties include providing insight and
recommendations to the G3 and other staff members assigned to the KSARNG G3 on
future training plans to support the commander’s training goals, and preparing the
Kansas Army National Guard for future domestic and abroad events. Other
responsibilities include managing/tracking G3 suspense, tracking G3 staff training
requirements, monitoring and deconflicting events on the G3 calendar, ensuring
continuity of all G3 staff sections, and managing the Sergeant Major Academy
enrollment process. In addition, mentoring subordinate Operations NCOs throughout
the KSARNG and provided training guidance and support to five major subordinate
commands consisting of over 4,000 service members.
d. Mobilization Branch Chief. The Mobilization Branch Chief, or MRO, serves as
the branch chief primarily responsible for federal mobilizations. Responsible for
planning, coordinating, and preparing units and individuals for T10 mobilizations. Serves
as the primary coordinator for MSC and KSARNG directorates in support of T10
mobilizations, whether they are a source unit or an individual mobilizer. Acts as primary
liaizon for command teams and full-time unit support staff through the mobilization
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process. The MRO maintains situational awareness of issues affecting Kansas units'
readiness and mobilization status and facilitates regular coordination with appropriate
entities (NGB, FORSCOM, ARCENT, CENTCOM, 1st Army, 5th Armor BDE, 120th
Infantry BDE, sister states)on all matters pertaining to the mobilization and
demobilization process. Act as ATAG and TAG representative in discussions on
mobilizations and in making recommendations in alignment with the needs of the
organization and the best care of KSARNG Soldiers.
e. Force Integration and Readiness Officer (FIRO). The FIRO serves as an
advisor on force structure, force integration, force modernization, and force readiness.
Responsible for managing the command plan and force structure, including developing
concept plans. Functions as primary manager for stationing units and development of
stationing plans that facilitate commander’s ability to provide ready, relevant forces;
actions stationing plans through National Guard Bureau and Department of the Army.
Develops future force capabilities through a detailed review of MTOEs and TDAs and
assists commanders in developing sourcing strategies in conjunction with force
transformations. Manages receipt of new equipment and coordinates training process,
ensuring that all training is resourced through operations, support, and maintenance.
Responsible for readiness reporting and validation of Commanders Unit Status Report
through DRRS-A.
f. Training Aids, Devices, Simulations, and Simulators (TADSS) Coordinator.
The TADSS Coordinator supports the Kansas National Guard Soldiers in enhancing the
training of leaders and Soldiers for deployment, sustainment, and regeneration of units
for combat by providing a realistic training environment. The TADSS program develops
and maintains a customer-oriented culture, sets quality expectations, provides a
motivating climate, helps resolve problems, removes obstacles, and delivers highquality performance training. Provides an available opportunity when maneuver areas
and ammunition are not available for training and should be utilized to the maximum
extent available during Inactive Duty Training (IDT), Annual Training (AT), and
incorporated during Annual PHA events.
g. G3 Operations, Training and Plans Section (OTP or the FIRM). Directly
subordinate to the STO, the OTP manages current and future operations, and serves as
the link between the directorate and the units for training management related activites.
Responsible for the direct communication to the field in the form of OPORDS,
FRAGORDS, MOI/LOIs, etc. Serves as the primary staff element for hosting and
facilitating the events in the training cycle, including the ATAG Leader Weekend,
MSC/BN Yearly Training Briefs, and the Resource Sync. The OTP must be on-call to
receive Joint Orders and produce Army orders to task KSARNG units supporting
domestic operations.
(1) Chief of Operations Officer (CHOPS) drives the operations process with the
G3. Is responsible for synchronizing future operations ICW MSCs and adjacent
directorates. Oversees the orders production process and consolidates information for
the current operations abstract. Participates in the review of IDT/AT memos and YTBs
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utilizing training systems of record (i.e., DTMS or MARRS-N) to validate submissions.
Is the subject matter expert on distributed learning tools/systems which facilitate virtual
learning opportunities. Additional duties or descriptions can be assigned based on the
mission.
(2) The Current Operations (CUOPS) Officer: Responsible for final refinements
on products prior to approval by the STO and G3 actual. Is the primary on all distributed
products and task tracking. Maintains the OPORD/LOI tracker and drafts the bi-weekly
Current Operations Abstract. Facilitates the the bi-weekly FUOPS sync between the
directorates and MSCs. Responsible for monitoring Reclama (Formal request for
reconsideration) requests and product generation for reallocation of tasking, if
necessary. Supports the CHOPS as primary action officer and management of section
battle rhythm.
(3) The Future Operations (FUOPS) Officer: this member is responsible for
coordinating with directorates and MSCs for the monthly G3 FUOPS Sync to converse
operation order development, starting with the annual base order drafting
responsibilities and timeline. Once directorates or MSCs indicate they plan to coordinate
with the G3 shop on a new order, this item is tracked in the development phase before
the original publication. Additionally, FUOPS sync addresses resourcing coordination
among MSCs to execute published guidance.
h. G3 Budget. The G3 Budget section provides management oversight and
guidance to the budget formulation and execution; reviews transactions, reservations,
obligations, and disbursements based on laws, regulations, or policy interpretation. In
addition to managing the overall G3 budget, this department also manages the DAMPS
system to publish orders and controls system access, assists in the adjustment and
approval of MARRS training dates, reviewed and approved DTS authorizations and
vouchers, validates OCONUS training and support requirements, reviews and approves
exercise training and support requirements for NTC/JRTC rotations and management of
the Tour of Duty system. The G3 budget section adds budgetary guidance to the
Abstract as needed.
i. Training Branch NCOIC. The Training Branch NCOIC serves as the KSARNG
Quota Source Manager (QSM) and manages all Kansas Army National Guard school
functions. QSM Duties include forecasting required training seats based on force
structure changes, deployment cycles, and positions requiring education through the
Army Training Requirements and Resources System (ATRRS) and the Total Army
Schools System (TASS). In addition, the Training Branch NCOIC manages
Professional Military Education training seats for NCOPDS, OES, and WOES;
resources and requests Mobile Training Teams (MTTs). Each critical function focuses
on building readiness across the state by ensuring Soldiers receive the institutional
training required for professional development and unit requirements that enables
mission success. Finally, the NCOIC assists the G3 budget section with current and
future funding requirements.
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j. Operations NCO. Serves as the primary assistant to the Training Branch NCOIC
with additional duty as KSARNG Ammunition Manager. Assists the NCOIC with ATRRS
reservations and with other duties as prescribed. Works closely with the MSCs within
the KSARNG to resource class V in TAMIS and communicates with NGB on behalf of
the state to guide the proper request and management of Class V.
TAMIS is the G3 automated tool for managing munitions requirements, priorities,
and forecasts. TAMIS also contains a reports application for G3 and subordinate
organizations to assist with determining operations readiness and to support the
management of Army munitions. The G3 ammunition manager uses TAMIS to generate
training requirements and manage authorizations, forecasts, and requests for Army
munitions to support valid requirements.
TAMIS provides leaders with reports portraying the status of munitions
requirements, authorizations, forecasts, and expenditures by, for example, event,
weapon system, munitions family, DODIC, location, command, and dollar values.
k. Collective Training Team (CTT). The CTT is responsible for preparing and
Validating all deploying units within the Kansas National Guard and assisting
commanders in increasing unit proficiency. The CTT serves to enhance unit readiness,
creating a superiorly trained and agile force, thereby increasing the lethality and
readiness of the Kansas National Guard. The CTT is staffed with FTNGD-OS personnel
who provide instruction and OC/T support to the mobilizing units. The CTT also serves
as a training support package for the G3 to assist KSARNG units with specific training
requirements.
l. G5/7 Plans and Exercises. The Plans and Exercises Officer plans future
operations, exercises (CONUS and OCONUS), Warfighters, and Combat Training
Center rotations. This position requires a high level of knowledge in interstate
operations, requiring direct coordination with National Guard Bureau Training Division
and Partner Nations. These complex missions require extensive planning, spanning the
entire enterprise. Work closely with the MSCs to coordinate preparation requirements,
conduct IPRs, and facilitate the leverage of staff sections to provide requirements for
training success. The G5/7 is a steward for M-Day command teams and full-time unit
support staff through the entire training planning process up until 90 days before
execution. The section maintains situational awareness of issues affecting the
readiness of Kansas units and mobilization status Concepts of Operations (CONOPS),
Planning Orders (PLANORD), Operations Orders (OPORD), and Execution Orders
(EXORD).
m. G3 Knowledge Management Officer (KMO). The Knowledge Management
Officer (KMO) is the KSARNG KM project leader and reports operationally to the G3.
The KMO is responsible for assessing, creating, facilitating, and managing a horizontal
and vertical knowledge transfer system designed to optimize the Common Operating
Picture (COP) to facilitate situational understanding and enable effective and timely
decision making. The developed knowledge management system includes rules and
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policies for the Kansas Army National Guard Joint Force Headquarters, Major
Subordinate Commands (MSCs), and subordinate units. The KMO also coordinates the
timely review, approval, publication, and storage of KSARNG foundational documents
such as regulations, policies, and SOPs, so that each document is readily accessible by
KSARNG stakeholders. Additional duties may include:
(1) 1st Infantry Division Liaison Officer (LNO)
(2) KSARNG OPSEC Program Manager
Chapter 2 Training Management
The G3 guides and facilitates product development with subordinate full-time trainers
from ATAG Commander’s Training Guidance and TC 350-1 through the unit-level
training schedules throughout the year. Upon completion, the FIRO oversees the
assessment phase conducted initially through inputs into DTMS and quarterly inputs to
USR, which report to congress the current level of training readiness and projected aim
points.
2-1 Yearly Training Guidance (350-1)
a. The Yearly Training Guidance, or Command Training Guidance (CTG), provides
training goals and priorities to the KSARNG through a combination of vision, purpose,
and focus for KSARNG Commanders.
b. The G3 develops and annually publishes the KSARNG TC 350-1 and associated
products from the ATAG’s guidance and lines of effort, nested with initiatives and
guidance from NGB and HQDA. The KSARNG TC 350-1 encompasses guidance on the
KSARNG Commander’s vision and intent, Mission, Readiness, Training Management,
Training, Mobilization Training, and Domestic Operations.
2-2 Yearly Training Briefs
a. All MSCs and BNs analyze their organization’s current position within the Unit Life
Cycle (ULC), looking forward to building a training plan that sets the organization up for
success by leveraging all available resources and maximizing training time. This training
plan should be executed in the most austere environment available. It should leverage
necessary TADSS, the Collective Training Team (CTT), First Army Training partners,
Compo 1 partner units, multi-service partnerships, and the Asymmetric Warfare
instructor as appropriate for standards to be achieved.
b. The G3 is responsible for publishing the formats for the MSC level briefing and the
BN level briefings, conducting the final reviews, resourcing the venue for the briefings,
providing a meal plan, and providing the funding for M-day command teams and select
staff to attend.
c. Reference Appendix F, Tab 1 and 2 in the current training year guidance for the
product development, submission, and reviews timeline.
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2-3 Digital Training Management System (DTMS)
DTMS is the system of record for unit training management. The KSARNG G3 Digital
Training Management System (DTMS) SOP provides specific guidance for users to
input, track, and assess training conducted at the unit level.
a. Training Schedules. Training schedules culminate long, mid, and short-range
planning and preparation. During long-range planning, the Commander sequences
training events with resources over time to determine who, what, when, and where to
train to ensure coordination and resources.
Training schedules ensure training is conducted on time, by qualified trainers, and
with the necessary resources. Training schedules are priorities of work tied to timelines.
Commanders develop training schedules and ensure they are signed and entered
appropriately into DTMS no later than six weeks before training execution. At a
minimum, training schedules include the following information:
(1) Date and time of training (start and end).
(2) Attendees.
(3) Tasks trained (task title and numbers for reference).
(4) Trainer (primary and alternate).
(5) Uniform and equipment.
(6) Location (such as training areas or facilities).
(7) References (such as FM 6-22 and TC 7-101).
(8) Authentication (company/battery commander signature and battalion
commander signature when approved)
b. Assessment HQDA requires Mission Essential Tasks to be reported within
DTMS quarterly, which feeds the USR training assessment. Additionally, mandatory
tasks, ACFT, height weight, and weapons/platform qualification data are tracked within
DTMS IAW HQDA requirements, the KSARNG 350-1, and KSARNG OIP requirements.
2-4 Exercises
a. The KSARNG G3 receives taskings from FORSCOM through Army National
Guard Training Branch (ARNG-TR) for units to participate in exercises in a Training
Notification of Sourcing (T-NOS) memorandum quarterly or, if required, through
supplemental guidance. Once received from NGB, the G3 will then forward to the
owning MSC.
b. The KSARNG G3 will process units’ requests to resource and fund Annual
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Training (AT) and Inactive Duty Training (IDT) for events driven by the Army Training
Strategy above statutory minimums. PRAT and PRID are monetary resources, which
support the operational readiness of the ARNG through home station collective training,
Combat Training Centers (CTC) rotations, CTC support, CONUS and OCONUS
unit/staff exercises, pre-mobilization training activities, and exercise planning activities.
Additional special training days supporting planned training logistics are not resourced
here. The following table specifies additional funding available to units to conduct
tasked exercises.

SAG
1A

1B

Description
Pay Group A,
Additional
Training
Periods (ATP)
Pay Group A,
Training, IDT

1G

Special
Training

1L

Operational
Training
Special
Training

1N

Table 2-1 Available man-days
TR Program
XCTC -6 x Additional AT Days
WFX - 6 x Additional AT Days for RTU

XCTC -7 x additional UTA's
Aviation -Additional Flight Training Periods (AFTP)
MCTC -6 x Additional AT Days for ABCTs to conduct gunnery
MCTC - 6 x Additional AT Days for ATK AVN to conduct
gunnery
MCTC (JRTC & NTC) -Project Officers, JELC Events, ATP's
MCTC -15 x Additional AT Days for the RTU, CSS8, Aviation,
and the Signal Support Company; all others receive 13 x
Additional AT days
WFX - Project Officers, JELC Events, F/MF & support
elements T-10 ADOS -JRTC, NTC, ODY, OGW, TRL, & WTC
Mobilization -123048 Missions; 7 x ATPs (MFO SINAI &
KFOR)
Aviation -Flight and Ferry, RL Progression, and Simulator
Training
Special Operations - Additional Training Days,
T10 ADOS -SOF & TSOC

c. MSCs with task units unable to support the FORSCOM requirements will utilize
the Reclama process for FORSCOM-directed exercises.
2-5 KSARNG Reclama Process
A Reclama is a request to a higher headquarters to reconsider a decision or a policy
change. When MSCs receive a tasking from the KSARNG G3 that they cannot perform,
significantly impacts the MSC CDR’s training objectives, or degrades unit readiness, the
MSC may request a Reclama for the tasking. The G3 will assist units through the
process if they believe they cannot meet the CDR’s intent for the tasking.
a. Before submitting a Reclama, units should make every effort to fulfill the CDR’s
intent for the tasking at the lowest level possible. Units should be socializing the
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possibility that they may need a modification of the mission or relief as soon as possible
after they are aware they may not be able to perform the mission as tasked. Once a unit
determines they cannot accomplish the mission, they must submit a Reclama request
memorandum, routed from the requesting Commander to each higher echelon
Commander. Before the MSC submits to the KSARNG CDR for his review/approval,
MSC must utilize the KSARNG Staff Review worksheet to record concurrence from
relevant KSARNG Directorates. The KSARNG G3 CHOPS will facilitate Directorate
Staff review. The G3 will forward to the CoS, ATAG, and TAG as required to gain
concurrence. Information provided in the request and routing may vary depending on
the mission and limitation. Still, it should, at a minimum, include a problem statement
(why can’t the MSC provide the capability or complete the requirement), documentation
showing subordinate units are unable to meet the requirement, the risk to the mission if
required to complete tasking, and ability to provide a partial capability. Until officially
notified of relief by KSARNG G3, the MSC retains all responsibility for the sourced
requirement even if the unit sourced cannot fulfill the requirement.

Figure 2-1 Staff Review document

b. All taskings follow a similar process to request a Reclama; however, tasks
generated from external organizations will require additional steps once the TAG
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concurs with the Reclama request.
(1) Training Notification of Sourcing (TNOS) taskings adheres to the following
process required by ARNG G3/5/7. The KSARNG G5/7 will assist units through the
process to ensure DPOT, ATAG, and TAG concurrence.
(a) When a Reclama is required, and after the process in paragraph 2-7b is
completed and with TAG concurrence, the G3 must submit a memorandum through
ARNG G-3 to the ARNG G/3/5/7. The FORSCOM Commanding General is the final
approval authority for all active/reserve component sourcing nomination Reclama’s. All
Reclama’s must specify the justification for relief and list every vetted unit within its
inventory with documentation substantiating the preclusion of the unit's participation.
Additionally, Reclamas must adhere to the following timeline criteria. Reclamas for
MCTC participation 91 days or greater from rotation execution require a memo signed
by the first General Officer within the unit's chain of command. Reclama’s for MCTC
participation 90 days or less from rotation execution require the signature of the
Adjutant General. Lastly, the KSARNG G3 budget section must coordinate with ARNGTR to return all distributed funds associated with the unit requesting the Reclama.
(b) ARNG G3/5/7 will not 'recommend approval of' nor 'approve' a Reclama
until a suitable replacement has been sourced or all ARNG resources have been
exhausted. ARNG-TRC will send an official notification of relief to the KSARNG G3
once a Reclama has been approved, a replacement is confirmed through an updated TNOS, and all distributed funds associated with the unit have been returned.
(2) Units that receive a Mobilization Notification of Sourcing (NOS) will follow a
similar procedure as units that receive a TNOS. However, the State Mobilization Branch
Chief will guide the unit through the Reclama process to ensure DPOT, ATAG, and TAG
concurrence before forwarding to ARNG G3/5/7.

Figure 2-2 RECLAMA flow chart
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Chapter 3 Training Readiness
3-1 School Management
a. The school program is designed to enhance Individual and Unit readiness. School
is a broad term that encompasses many courses, classes, and training sites. Units are
responsible for requesting schools using the ATRRS application process, Fort Riley, KS
troop school request form (FR FORM 28), and any other unique documents designated
by an institution to ensure the Soldiers are fully qualified. It is important to note that the
school program is funded on an annual discretionary budget; schools are not statutory
and are funded in priority order as the budget allows. Schools are prioritized as follows.
(1) Duty Military Occupational Specialty Qualification (DMOSQ) / Basic Officer
Leader Course (BOLC)
(2) Pre-Command Course, Noncommissioned Officer Professional Development
System, Officer Education System, and Warrant Officer Education System (NCOPDS,
OES, WOES)
(3) Functional Training / Additional Skill Identifier and Special Qualification
Identifier (ASI, SQI)
b. Duty Military Occupational Specialty Qualification (DMOSQ): Soldiers within the
Kansas Army National Guard must be qualified for the position on MTOE or TDA
document. Soldiers coded as Standard Excess should be qualified in a MOS within the
unit of assignment. DMOSQ reclassification is not guaranteed when a Soldier moves
out of their MTOE or TDA assignment. Every effort should be made to qualify a Soldier
through permanent assignments. Soldiers should be enrolled in MOS-producing
courses using a Kansas (1Q) Quota. If a 1Q Quota does not exist, units are authorized
to request NB Quotas that have reservations available.
c. Basic Officer Leader Course (BOLC): Basic Officer Leader Course (BOLC) –
BOLC is branch-specific and should be treated much like an Enlisted MOS Course.
(1) Officer Candidates will be loaded for BOLC as soon as the candidate has a
branch assignment. OCS Candidates attending school in Salina, Kansas, will be loaded
into BOLC by RTI Cadre and Kansas QSM. Officer candidates attending OCS at
another schoolhouse will work with their unit of assignment and the Officer strength
manager to enroll in a BOLC. Kansas does not get assigned quotas for BOLC. Units
and the QSM will use NB available quotas.
(2) Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) BOLC – ROTC Soldiers will be
enrolled in BOLC by Cadet Command. Reservations will be worked directly with the
Professor of Military Studies office and the University. Cadet command will fund all pay,
allowances, and travel associated with the course. ROTC will use a quota source of
(NR). Soldiers reserved for BOLC under a quota source of NR cannot be substituted.
Cancelations of ROTC courses will be communicated through cadet command, the
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Soldiers university, and Kansas QSM.
d. Noncommissioned Officer Professional Development System (NCOPDS):
Soldiers will be enrolled in Non-Commissioned Officer Professional Development
Courses IAW both the G3 Memorandum Use of Non-Commissioned Officer
Professional Development System (NCOPDS) Order of Merit List (OML) dated 25 May
2022 and ATAG policy Letter #42 dated 9 July 2021. All units will adhere to the STEP
(Select, Train, Educate, Promote) method of reserving NCOPDS. G3 will manage all
substitutions for NCOPDS to ensure the OML is appropriately executed.
(1) Basic Leader Course (BLC) – Soldiers should only be enrolled in BLC using a
Kansas (1Q) Quota. BLC is non-MOS Specific; Soldiers must be on the OML to obtain a
reservation. Units should input Soldiers' applications as soon as the Soldier populates
on the OML to manage the school allocations for the state of Kansas for a given FY.
Soldiers ranking higher on the OML will be given priority of school seats over those of a
lower OML ranking regardless of reservation status.
(2) Advanced and Senior Leader Course (ALC & SLC) – These courses are MOS
specific and typically multiple phases in length. Units will input an ATRRS application
using open 1Q quota sources first, then request NB quotas. Units should input Soldiers'
applications according to the latest OML. Soldiers ranking higher on the OML will be
given priority of school seats over those of a lower OML ranking regardless of
reservation status.
(3) Master Leader Course (MLC) - Kansas does not get assigned 1Q quotas for
this course. Kansas will be allocated a specific number of Resident and Distributed
Learning (DL) courses for the FY. This number varies each year. Units will only submit
applications for Soldiers who are on the OML. Units will request an NB seat that
facilitates both the Soldier and unit to qualify the Soldier as quickly as possible within
the FY. Soldiers ranking higher on the OML will be given priority of school seats over
those of a lower OML ranking regardless of reservation status.
(4) Sergeants Major Academy (SGM-A) – A Kansas Command Sergeants Major
panel selects soldiers in the grade of E8 to attend this course. Kansas is allocated a
specific number of Distributed Learning (DL) courses for the FY. This number varies
yearly and is based on the overall state requirement for E9s. Selected soldiers will
undergo a Personnel Suitability Screening (PSS) conducted by Kansas and National
Guard Bureau. Soldiers who pass the PSS will be placed on a yearly OML owned by
the Land Component Command Sergeant Major. G3 is the manager of all PSS Packets
and is responsible for all ATRRS Actions associated with enrollment.
(5) Distributed Learning Course (DLC)- DLC 1-6 are requirements to attend the
next level of NCOPDS.
(a) DLC 1 completion is a requirement to attend BLC
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(b) DLC 2 completion is a requirement to attend ALC
(c) DLC 3 completion is a requirement to attend SLC
(d) DLC 4 completion is a requirement to attend MLC
(e) DLC 5 completion is a requirement to attend SGM-A
(f) DLC 6 completion is required after completion of SGM-A for selection to
nominative positions.
(g) Soldiers can be enrolled via the DLC Spreadsheet, filled out by the lowest
level, and forwarded through channels to the QSM. All DLC courses are reserved by the
QSM using an NB quota. All DLC courses are available for one year from start to end.
Soldiers are required to complete these courses on their own time. There is no pay,
allowances, or travel associated with attendance in DLC 1-6.
e. Officer Education System (OES): Officer Candidate School (OCS) – The preferred
method for traditional Soldiers to attend OCS is through 235th RTI Salina, Kansas. Units
will input applications using 1Q quotas first. If 1Q does not have any quotas, available
coordination should be made with the QSM to obtain additional seats in each class.
Soldiers are not limited to one approach for commissioning; Reserve Officer Training
Corps, Simultaneous Membership Program, Direct Commission and Federal OCS are
also viable options for Soldiers to complete a commissioning program. Units will need to
coordinate funding for Federal OCS or Accelerated OCS with G3 before inputting any
application in ATRRS. The State Training Officer or Director of Operations and Plans
(G3) will be the decision authority for Federal and Accelerated OCS.
(1) Captains Career Course (CCC) Officers in the rank of O2 are eligible to begin
CCC; units should input 1LTs into CCC as soon as possible after promotion. Most
CCCs require the Soldier to attend a common core distance learning course before
beginning the program. Additionally, the majority of CCCs are a hybrid of DL and
Resident. Units will need to review their specific branch-specific CCCs to ensure
compliance.
(2) Command and General Staff Officer Course (Formerly Ile) Common Core
(Cgsc)- Majors and promotable Captains who have completed their respective Captain’s
Career Course may attend the Command and General Staff Officers Course - Common
Core as AOC. This requirement concerning promotable Captains applies to all methods
of instruction (modalities) for the course. There is no exception to this policy. Eligible
Officers are identified as:
(a) Captains with a Federal Recognition promotion order.
(b) Captains DA Select for Major.
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(c) Title 32 Captains on the state centralized selection list for promotion to
Major. The G1 will provide a KSARNG promotion order that the Training Branch NCOIC
can use to enroll Soldiers in CGSC.
(d) Title 10 Captains who have been notified of their recommended promotion
through the DARNG Promotion Recommendations Memorandum.
(e) There are three phases to common core CGSOC. They MUST be taken
in sequence, and they must be COMPLETE (with a “G” in the OS field) before the
schoolhouse gives the officer access to the next phase of courseware. For DDE (DL)
phases, the school requires a minimum of 30 days between submitting the final work in
the DL and the report date for the subsequent phase. ATRRS reservations - the
Soldier, must be coded “G” in ATRRS for their current phase before a reservation will be
made for the follow-on phase. For TASS (resident), ATRRS reservations are made for
phases with at least two weeks in between each phase (no “G” code for the current
phase is required to gain a reservation in the follow-on phase; however, a
RESERVATION and INPUT status are necessary for the current phase before the
follow-on phases being reserved). A student may have submitted all of the required
papers and completed all modules, but they are not considered “COMPLETE” until the
graders post the grades and put a “G” in the OS field (visible on the RS screen).
Trainers should pay close attention to the OS field, especially for Soldiers completing a
DL phase in preparation for reporting for a resident or IDT phase. Advanced Operations
Course (AOC); ATRRS reservations will be given to those Soldiers with Phases 1 -3
complete. REQUIREMENT TO COMPLETE IN 18 MONTHS (applies to Resident 41week course, TASS and DL as of 2019)
(f) An officer has eighteen months to complete all three phases of CGSOC
CC. If they are “Reserved” (indicated by an “R” in the RS field on the RS screen) in
Phase 1, that clock has not yet started. Once they are “enrolled” (indicated by an “I” in
the IS field of the RS screen and a “Start Date” is visible in the expanded view of that
particular course), the course completion clock has started. You must impress those
registering on the importance of not “enrolling” until they are ready to work. Many get
the enrollment done and log on to see what they have to do, and then they don’t start
the work. Once they are showing and “I” in the IS field, no one except the school can
cancel them from that class. Extensions may be granted based on operational
requirements.
(3) Senior Staff College - Kansas will receive three allocations for DL and one
resident allocation on a 4-year rolling cycle. In three of the four years, Kansas will
receive a resident course. Annual guidance will be published and distributed to the
Officer Personnel Management (OPM). Criteria for Senior Staff College is published
annually. All eligible offices will be boarded for selection. Selection will be published
from OPM. Soldiers notified at receiving a seat will be enrolled by the QSM using an NB
quota. Substitutions are not accepted.
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f. Warrant Officer Education System (WOES): Warrant Officers are subject to career
management at the MSC level and DOP to ensure optimal utilization.
(1) Technical Warrant Officers will be assigned to fill authorized Warrant Officer
MTOE/TDA positions in federally recognized units of the ARNG. Before assignment, the
DA MOS Proponent must certify the applicant as qualified in the MOS for which the
vacancy exists; or that they are eligible for entry into the appropriate WOES and can
qualify for certification within two years of assignment.
(2) Warrant Officers assigned to XZ-coded positions may only be assigned if
qualified company-grade Officers are unavailable. When a rated company-grade Officer
becomes available, Warrants filling these positions under this policy will be immediately
reassigned. Assigning a Warrant Officer to a company-grade officer position is not
intended to replace the need for a rated company-grade officer; the Warrant officer is
filling a temporary need in the organization. These positions should be used for no
longer than a three–year time frame. This guidance is also applicable when
Commissioned Officers are filling Warrant Officer positions.
(3) Assignments are managed by each branch's Senior (Sr) Warrant Officer. Sr
Warrant Officer Selection and placement are subject to approval by the Command Chief
Warrant Officer with oversight by the DPOT, CoS and the Commander, KSARNG.
Additionally, promotion to Chief Warrant Officer Two (CW2), Chief Warrant Officer
Three (CW3), and Chief Warrant Officer 4 (CW4) are non-competitive, and warrant
officers are not subject to DA Promotion Boards. Promotion to CW2 is a streamlined
promotion. Once the WO1 has reached minimum TIG, the unit submits an NGB 78
recommending the warrant officer for promotion or requests a six-month TAG waiver to
retain the Warrant Officer for 24 months. Promotion to CW3 and CW4 are subject to the
Federal Recognition Board (FRB). Federal recognition board appearance is the only
method of Warrant Officer promotions to the rank of CW3 or CW4.
(4) Warrant Officer Educational Requirements for current grade and course
enrollment for promotion to military education requirement.
(a) CW2, Warrant Officer Basic Course (WOBC), or equivalent DA MOS
Proponent certification within two years of initial appointment as WO1.
(b) CW3, Warrant Officer Basic Course (WOBC).
(c) CW4, Warrant Officer Advanced Course (WOAC).
(d) CW5, Warrant Officer Intermediate Level Education (WOILE) & Warrant
Officer Senior Service Education (WOSSE).
g. Functional Training, Additional Skill Identifier, Special Skill Identifier (ASI/SQI):
Functional Training is essential to the unit's readiness. Kansas is allocated several 1Q
Quotas annually to certify Soldiers within their Specific Career Management Fields and
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general readiness areas. Units will select Kansas 1Q quotas with available seats to
send Soldiers to school. Functional Training includes Fort Riley troop schools, Mobile
Training Teams, courses conducted at Professional Education Centers (PEC), or any
other training not associated with DMOSQ, NCOPDS, OES, or WOES. Functional
training courses funded by G3 are the lowest priority of training. As units submit
applications for functional training, specific care should be given to explain how the
requested course will build readiness.
h. Mobile Training Teams (MTT) Mobile Training Team (MTT): MTTs are a method
of course delivery used to train Soldiers at home stations efficiently. MTTs are intended
to sustain unit inventories at the installation level or to meet emerging requirements.
MTTs do not relieve the unit of its responsibility to manage their training requirements
utilizing programmed resident seats continuously. MTTs must be requested through the
Training Branch NCOIC.
i. Non-Completion of school procedures:
(1) State Substitutions: The G3 or State Training Officer reserves the right to
substitute Soldiers into a different course of instruction, another class of the same
course, or substitute Soldier for Soldier in the same course or class. State substitutions
will be conducted to build readiness within the Kansas Army National Guard or to utilize
quotas most cost-effectively. Every attempt will be made to coordinate with the unit of
assignment before and after the state substitution.
(2) Unit Substitutions: Substitutions should be made through channels to the
QSM as soon as possible but no later than 30 duty days before the Report date of the
course. Substitutions will not affect most Soldiers; however, units should validate
possible consequences with KSARNG G1 or the LC-CSM for Legacy or STEP Soldiers
if the Soldiers are considered at fault for the non-completion of NCOPDS.
(3) State Cancelations: The G3 or State Training Officer reserves the right to
cancel Soldiers from any state-funded course of instruction. State cancelations will be
conducted to build readiness within the Kansas Army National Guard or utilize quotas
cost-effectively. Every attempt will be made to coordinate with the unit of assignment
before and after the state cancelation.
(4) Unit Cancelations: Cancelations should be made through channels to the
QSM as soon as possible but no later than 30 duty days before the Report date of the
course. Cancelations that are the Soldier's fault will prevent the Soldier from attending
school for one year from the report date of the canceled course. Legacy or STEP
Soldiers could face additional consequences.
(5) No Show: Soldiers who have a valid reservation in a course and fail to report
for any reason and receive a “No Show” will be counseled by their unit of assignment
and be ineligible to attend any school for one year from the report date associated with
the “No-Show.”
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(6) Failure to complete due to ACFT, HT WT will be counseled by their unit of
assignment and be ineligible to attend any school for one year from the report date
associated with the failed course.
(7) Failure to complete due to academic, hands-on, or any other reason will be at
the discretion of the G3 for one year of the date associated with the failed course.
(8) Recycle Soldiers that fail a portion of a course but are not sent home. If the
Soldier will require extended orders unit must request G3 approval. Failure to receive
G3 approval may result in the Soldier being recalled without course completion.
(9) Training Holdover: If a Soldier cannot complete a course but is held at the
course, the G3 must be notified to determine if pay and allowances can be continued
through the holdover. Failure to receive G3 approval may result in the Soldier being
recalled without course completion.
j. Request for orders
(1) Request for orders will be submitted as soon as Soldiers show that they are
reserved in ATRRS, unless otherwise directed by the Training Branch NCOIC.
(2) Unit CDR’s that want to send a Soldier to a course whose ATRRS reservation
status shows that they are in a, “Wait,” status must submit an ETP through their higher
headquarters to the G3 Training Branch Chief. Validation from the course manager that
they will walk the Soldier on while in a wait status is highly recommended. Unit’s will not
input order for Soldiers on in a wait status until the Training Branch Chief approves the
ETP.
k. Schools Cycle
(1) Army Funding Allocation Model (AFAM) Input: Unit to BDE level (Nov)
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/afam.web/login The system of record for
determining valid training needs is the Army Training Requirements and Resources
System (ATRRS) Funding Allocation Model (AFAM), which was developed specifically
for the ARNG to assist in allocating limited individual training funds. AFAM determines
all individuals in the ARNG who need to attend training to perform their assigned duties
and the expected cost of training in terms of pay and allowances.
(2) Automated Requirements Model-Guard (ARM-G): State QSM (1-31 DEC)
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/TRAP/Login/login?wa=wsignin1.0&wctx=http://ARM.Web/&wt
realm=http://www.atrrs.army.mil/TRAP/&returnUrl=http://www.atrrs.army.mil/TRAP/
(a) Review SQR data for MOS/Training Category qualification statistics
(b) Work with G1 to determine promotion rates and forecasted promotions
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(c) Work with FIRO to determine any upcoming force structure changes
(d) Work with the State mobilization officer to determine any mobilizations that
could impact the availability of training
(3) AFAM Validation: State QSM (Jan)
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/afam.web/login Validation used in conjunction with
TACITS and ARM-G to ensure there is not an “over” in schools requests based on the
need of the organization, not the want. Validation also is a tool used by the QSM to
determine if there are specific schools that are not requested on TACITS and ARM-G.
AFAM is a projection to request funding from NGB.
(4) The Army Centralized Individual Training Solicitation (TACITS) Input: State
QSM (FEB). https://www.atrrs.army.mil/LogonCenter/logon.aspx?appnm=TACITS
(a) TACITS is the only official solicitation recognizing the Total Army (Active,
Reserve Component, and National Guard) training requirements for military and civilian
personnel.
(b) Utilizing TACITS will allow the ARNG to identify, project, and resource
future training needs in Army/ARNG/USAR Schools 3 years out.
(c) Need = Requirement = Funding.
(d) Execution of the Requirements = Sustainability of the ARNG Future
Program.
(e) Use a three-year average quota execution to determine actual
requirements.
(f) Automated Resource Model - Guard (ARM-G) does not always provide a
precise requirement; QSMs must adjust based on valid requirements.
(g) Consider any force structure changes.
(h) Justify any requirement increase; The total requirement should not exceed
the ARM-G requirement without sound justification
(i) Input requirements for the proper TPU (AGR vs. M-day). Ensure you
identify AGR personnel. HQDA will be verifying that a percentage of requirements are
AGR (GOA/GWA/GEA).
(j) Input requirements at School Codes that are in closer proximity to the state
(k) Requirements need to match for all follow on phases. Exceptions will be
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courses with known attrition rates.
(l) Adjust requirements for both Fiscal Years (FY X1-X2). If there is a force
structure change in FYX2 but not FYX1, adjust accordingly and provide a comment.
3-2 Individual / Crew-served Weapons / Platform Qualification
The Training Branch NCOIC serves as the KSARNG Master Gunner / Senior Gunner
and ensures units understand and adhere to all requirements of the Integrated
Weapons Training Strategy (IWTS).
a. The KSARNG Master Gunner will validate KSARNG CTT training plans,
strategies, and schedules for units requesting additional UTMS and IWTS training for
IWQ/CSWQ.
b. The KSARNG Master Gunner will validate annual training requirements of each
separate weapon, system, or unit echelon to achieve combat readiness across the
various formation types, including individual, crew-served, and direct-fire crew
platforms, and indirect fires, as well as small-unit formations (squad, section, and
platoon), and company, and battalion. The KSARNG Master Gunner will ensure that
each unit’s training calendar comprises the critical training events that build toward a
known level of training, culminating with qualification for each weapon, system, and
echelon.
3-3 Drivers Training
The selection, training, testing, and licensing of drivers within the KSARNG is critical to
the operational readiness of units, their ability to respond to short notice requirements,
and the safety of KSARNG Soldiers conducting training, mobilizing, or domestic
response missions.
a. All KSARNG units will maintain licensing programs that, at a minimum, contain the
following elements IAW AR 600-55 The Army Driver and Operator Standardization
Program (Selection, Training, Testing, and Licensing).
(1) BDEs will appoint in writing an NCO in the rank of SFC assigned to the
operations section as the BDE Master driver. The BDE Master Driver is responsible for
overseeing, validating, and inspecting the licensing programs of subordinate
organizations.
(2) BN LVL elements will appoint in writing an NCO in the rank of SSG or above
assigned to their operations section as BN Master Drivers. The BN Master Driver is
responsible for licensing and training program execution. Duties include facilitating
training by ensuring resources are coordinated, such as classrooms, driving facilities,
road courses, and simulators (where applicable), and scheduling required license
instructors and license examiners to assist with Phase I training execution. The master
driver provides quality assurance for Phase II and Phase III operator training programs
and ensures all training and licensing are accomplished IAW AR 600-55.
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(3) Co/Btry CDRs will appoint in writing by type of equipment, License instructors
responsible for Phase II equipment training. The instructors are NCOs who are subject
matter experts on the equipment assigned and meet the requirements of reference h.
Licensing instructors can also be appointed as Licensing examiners.
(4) Co/Btry CDRs will appoint by type of equipment and license examiners in
writing. The License examiner is responsible for administering the Phase I: Initial
Operator Training exam, Phase II: Equipment Training exam, and Phase III: Training
Validation/Performance Road Test exam. The examiners are NCOs who are subject
matter experts on the equipment assigned and meet the requirements of reference h.
Licensing examiners can also be appointed as Licensing instructors.
b. The KSARNG G3 will inspect MSC’s licensing programs IAW AR 600-55 and the
KSARNG OIP SOP.
Chapter 4 Resource Management
4-1 Requesting Training Areas or Ranges
a. The Range Facility Management Support System (RFMSS) is the primary method
that units utilize to request and reserve ranges, training areas, and facilities at most DOD
installations. RFMSS is a web-based program found at RFMSS Web Interface
(army.mil).
(1) Each site maintains its RFMSS interface. When units build their IDT, and AT
training plans, their trainers should request RFMSS access for the location they are
planning on conducting the training.
(2) Each site manages its policies and SOP for granting access, requesting
processing, and determining the priority of units when multiple units request the same
training area or range simultaneously. Unit schedulers are highly advised to contact each
site's RFMSS schedulers for site-specific scheduling guidance.
(3) When multiple KSARNG units cause conflict by requesting the same training
areas at a training site, every effort should be made to resolve the scheduling conflict at
the lowest level. When units from different MSCs conflict, the G3 will make the final
arbitration based on the Unit Life Cycle.
b. Units will utilize RFMSS for requesting training areas, ranges, billets, and facilities
at the Kansas Training Center (KSTC). KSARNG units will finalize requests at the annual
resource conference with KSTC personnel to synchronize training per each unit’s Unit
Life Cycle. Units training within the state should consider the KSTC as their first option
for training sites unless KSTC training areas or ranges will not support their
commander's training objectives. The KSTC will prioritize KS units over units from other
components or states; however, every effort will be made to accommodate units to the
maximum extent possible. Co-use agreements between units must be made per KSTC
SOP and policies.
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c. Compo 2 units requesting training areas, ranges, billets, and facilities at Ft Riley
will not utilize RFMSS. Units will submit an FR form 785 to the Mob and Reserve Support
Branch Training Coordinator located at Bldg 1801 on Camp Funston at Ft Riley. Range
Operations on Ft Riley holds a monthly range resource sync to provide final approval for
the use of ranges or training areas to units for the next 45 days. The unit should check
on the status of training area requests bi-weekly once they are within 45 days to validate
units have not bumped them with higher priority (Compo 1 mobilizing units, for example).
When units request ranges (excluding IWQ ranges) or training areas, they should
communicate with the 1ID LNO (in addition to the Mob and Reserve Branch Training
Coordinator) so that the LNO can ensure the training event is templated on the 1ID
Long-Range Training Calendar; this decreases the chance that 1ID will bump a
KSARNG unit from a Fort Riley range/training area.
4-2 Training Aids, Devices, Systems and Simulators (TADSS) Coordinator
a. EST II Request Process: Any unit may request to use the EST II. Requests are
made through RFMSS by selecting “Request” from the dropdown menu and completing
all information on the request form. Once the RFMSS request has been submitted, the
RFMSS operator will contact the TADSS NCOIC to ensure the EST II is available during
the requested period. The TADSS NCOIC will contact the unit POC to ensure the unit
has a qualified ETS II operator to conduct the training (Utilizing the TADSS qualified
operators list located in the G3 training branch page on teams) and to make necessary
coordination for key pick up and walkthrough of EST II training area. If the unit has no
EST II operator, a CTT member, if available, may operate the EST II for the unit
training. Once the unit POC signs for the EST II and receives the walkthrough, the unit
POC is responsible for all EST II equipment, the classroom, the latrines, and any
additional training aides that may be used during the training period. The details of the
unit POC’s responsibilities are documented on the signed hand receipt agreed upon
with the TADSS NCOIC and unit POC.
b. EST II Clearing and Turn-In Process: The unit POC contacts the TADSS
NCOIC for EST II equipment turn-in and walkthrough after training. The unit POC
ensures all trash is removed from the EST II training area, classroom area, and latrines
are disposed of in the outside trash dumpster. The classroom and latrine are to be
swept and mopped by the unit, the classroom tables are to be free of trash and wiped
down with disinfecting cleaner, the EST II is to be clear of all garbage, and the stage is
to be vacuumed. The unit POC ensures the EST II has been properly shut down, air
compressors shut off and drained of excess air, projectors are shut off, and all weapons
are positioned with barrels on shooting blocks or barricades opening with magazines
removed and bolts locked to the rear. Weapons will be wiped down with disinfectant
cleaner provided by the TADSS POC. Once everything has been completed, the
TADSS NCOIC will conduct a final walkthrough with the unit POC and identify any
deficiencies before turn-in; once the TADSS NCOIC is satisfied, the unit POC turns in
the EST II keys to the TADSS NCOIC and in return the TADSS NCOIC clears the unit
and their hand receipt.
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c. Vehicle Convoy Operator Trainer (VCOT) Stationary Request: Any unit may
request usage of the VCOT through RFMSS by selecting “request” from the dropdown
menu and completing all information on the request form. Once the RFMSS request has
been submitted, the RFMSS operator will contact the TADSS NCOIC to ensure the
VCOT is available during the requested period. The TADSS POC will contact the unit
POC to ensure the unit has a qualified VCOT operator to conduct the training. Suppose
the Unit does not have a qualified trainer/operator. In that case, the TADSS NCOIC may
request the civilian contractor to operate the VCOT or validate a new VCOT operator for
the requesting unit if available. If the requesting unit uses the VCOT at Salina, no
additional requirements are needed for moving the VCOT. The TADSS NCOIC and unit
POC conducts a walkthrough to identify any issues or items that require the attention of
the unit POC. The TADSS NCOIC makes sure all equipment necessary for training is
properly annotated on a hand receipt that the unit POC signs for to complete the
handover process.
d. Vehicle Convoy Operator Trainer (VCOT) Change of Station Request: VCOT
request requires a minimum of two weeks before the movement date. Any unit may
request usage of the VCOT through RFMSS by selecting “request” from the dropdown
menu and completing all information on the request form. Once the RFMSS request has
been submitted, the RFMSS operator will contact the TADSS NCOIC to ensure the
VCOT is available during the requested period. The TADSS POC will contact the unit
POC to ensure the unit has a qualified VCOT operator to conduct the training. Suppose
the Unit does not have a qualified trainer/operator. In that case, the TADSS NCOIC may
request the civilian contractor to either operate the VCOT or validate a new VCOT
operator for the requesting unit if available. For a change of station, the unit POC needs
to ensure the location of the VOCT has a power source; if no power source is available,
then the unit POC needs to ensure that diesel fuel is available for the VCOT generator
(amount of diesel fuel is dependent on the length of time necessary for training, see
TADSS NCOIC for a proper amount). The unit POC needs to ensure that there is a
concrete pad or a solid area for the VCOT to rest on; this is to ensure the VCOT does
not get stuck in the mud or sink in the ground resulting in damages to the trailer. Before
the movement, the TADSS NCOIC and unit POC conducts a walkthrough with the
VCOT component list to identify all equipment moving with the VCOT to the new
training area, and is annotated on the hand receipt. The unit also needs to provide a
licensed truck driver, the truck must be requested through Kansas Training Center
(KSTC), and all required credentials validated through the KSTC Operations NCO.
Before the movement, the unit POC, TADSS NCOIC, Civilian Contractor, Truck Driver,
and two additional Soldiers will prep the VCOT for movement; a step-by-step checklist
will be used to ensure all procedures are completed correctly. Once all the steps are
completed, and no additional tasks are required, the unit POC will sign for the VCOT
and all its components, and then they are free to move the VCOT to their training area.
e. Vehicle Convoy Operator Trainer (VCOT) Stationary Turn-In: After training,
the unit POC contacts the TADSS NCOIC for VCOT equipment turn-in and walkthrough.
The unit POC ensures all trash is removed from the VCOT training area, classroom
area, and latrines and disposed of in the outside trash dumpster. The classroom and
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latrine are to be swept and mopped by the unit, the classroom tables are to be free of
trash and wiped down with disinfecting cleaner, and the VCOT is to be clear of all
garbage, and all surfaces wiped down with disinfectant spray. The unit POC ensures all
equipment is properly shut off and all weapons systems are put back into protective
cases. Once everything has been completed, the TADSS NCOIC will conduct a final
walkthrough with the unit POC and identify any deficiencies before turn-in; once the
TADSS NCOIC is satisfied, they clear the unit and close out the hand receipt.
f. Vehicle Convoy Operator Trainer (VCOT) Change of Station Turn-In: Once
training has been completed; the unit VCOT Operator packs up the VCOT trailer in
preparation for movement back to Salina. The unit POC contacts the TADSS NCOIC to
inform them of the plan to return the VCOT trailer. The TADSS NCOIC receives the four
w’s (who, what, when, where) from the unit POC and ensures the unit POC is
conducting the movement as they were trained when they signed for the VCOT in
Salina. If the unit POC is unsure of what to do, the TADSS NCOIC will go through the
steps and talk the unit POC through the process, so no damage is done to the trailer.
The TADSS NCOIC will coordinate when to expect the return of the VCOT from the unit
POC. Once the VCOT arrives at Salina, the unit POC and any other Soldier available
hooks up the ground wire, sets up the stairs, ensures the support blocks are set, plugs
the VCOT into the power outlet, and resets the VCOT for training. The VCOT needs to
be free of trash, training stations, and weapons wiped down with disinfectant spray.
Once all has been completed, a final walkthrough will occur between the TADSS
NCOIC and unit POC to ensure everything is complete. Once everything is done, the
TADSS NCOIC closes out the hand receipt, and the unit POC makes arrangements
with KSTC to turn in the truck.
g. ACFT Equipment Request: Requesting equipment is done on a "first-come-firstserve basis". Units/ groups should request equipment at least ten (10) days before the
date needed. A confirmation e-mail, coordinating pick-up and turn-in times should be
sent by the requesting unit/ groups at least two (2) days before the scheduled date.
Units will request equipment via e-mail to Equipment POC according to the test location
they wish to conduct their ACFT. If the ACFT is conducted next to Bldg 365, an RFMSS
request for the “Z-PT Cluster” will be submitted. Should multiple units request
equipment for the same dates, a collaboration of testing, training, and sharing
equipment is strongly encouraged. However, the person signing DA 2062 will remain
the sole person responsible for the equipment until the equipment has been received
back by Equipment POC. Equipment POC must acknowledge any change in persons
responsible for the equipment. It is understood that the expectation of returning the
equipment in the state that was issued is the actual agreement. Equipment pick-up will
be the duty day before the training takes place; however, the equipment is available for
use at almost any day or time. The first priority goes to the Unit that is scheduled for
that day. If a Unit declines to sign by close of business (COB) the day prior, the
equipment will be available on a “first come-first served” basis. A complete inventory
will be conducted before equipment is issued, and any deficiencies must be annotated
on the DA 2062. The Unit signing out the equipment will sign out at least one complete
ACFT lane.
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h. ACFT Equipment Turn-In: Turn-in will occur during regular duty hours, between
0900 and 1600 hrs, unless otherwise agreed upon with Equipment POC. Equipment
POC will conduct a complete inventory and inspection to clear the hand receipt. The
unit/group is responsible for laying out and packing the equipment; work details are
strongly encouraged. The equipment must be free of excessive debris, and wash and
dry the towels (if used). If you cannot return the equipment in the state mentioned
above, a statement of charges will be issued to the signee. If the statement of charges
is refused or not signed within 72 hours of the loss or damage, a FLIPL will be initiated
against the individual signed for the equipment. The equipment's loss recoupment and
replacement must be initiated as soon as possible to prevent the degraded training of
follow-on units/ groups.
4-3 Ammunition Management
a. Ammunition Requirements and Validation- MSCs and subordinate units should
establish and submit annual ammunition requirements that accurately reflect the
approved Yearly Training Plan (YTP). Units should input, validate, and submit
requirements for Training and OPLOAD to higher between 15 Aug – 14 Oct of each
year.
b. Authorizations - The G3 should receive all ammunition authorizations from NGB
no later than 15 June. Upon receiving all authorizations, the STAM will sub-authorize
new TY training munitions to each MSC and separate units by 1 July. MSCs will subauthorize new TY training munitions to all their subordinate units by 15 July each fiscal
year.
c. Forecasting – Upon receiving all authorizations, units will forecast 1st Quarter
ammo NLT 30 July to avoid October lockout in TAMIS. All other authorizations must be
forecasted NLT 30 August for the remaining FY. Accurate forecasts are critical.
Inaccurate forecasts are a leading cause of munitions shortage caused by
maldistribution of Army munitions. Leaders at all levels will monitor and validate their
unit forecasts for accuracy. Failure to forecast CLS V will require units to submit an unforecasted ammunition request through the MSC Commander to the G3 for approval.
Un-forecasted Ammunition Requests brings an additional cost to the ARNG and an
additional burden on the logistics supply chain. Therefore, these requests will be heavily
scrutinized by the G3. Any un-forecasted ammunition request within 30 days will be
denied unless it is an unforeseen circumstance, i.e., a change in mission or training
event within the locked-out period in TAMIS. Any unforecasted ammunition request will
require coordination and approval from the G3 and the ASP to ensure the request can
be supported. Any un-forecasted ammunition request for planned training events
submitted within 30 days will be denied.
d. E581 – E581s are requested by the unit, approved by the MSC, validated by the
STAM, TAM Validated, and then accepted by the ASP. E581 requests must be
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submitted in TAMIS NLT 60 days before the training event and Class V pickup date.
Failure to submit the E581 60 days before the training event requires a letter of lateness
submitted to the KSARNG G3 through channels.
e. Turn Back Authorization - Unused munitions authorizations will not be carried
over from one fiscal year to the next for training, test, NET, or OPLOAD. No later than 1
February each year, MSCs will turn back ammunition authorizations they do not intend
to use during the remainder of the fiscal year. Units are encouraged to turn back
ammunition immediately after receiving their annual authorizations once estimates are
conducted based on actual need.

4-4 Resource Conferences
a. The training and resource synchronization event incorporates elements from
directorate staff sections to synchronize required resources and services in support of
all unit Annual Training (AT) events and Inactive Duty Training (IDT) periods for the
upcoming training year. The goal of this event is to synchronize, verify, and commit
resources for all forthcoming TY AT plans and IDT periods.
b. MSCs, BNs, and AA analyze their organization’s current position within the Unit
Life Cycle to build a training plan to leverage all available resources and maximize
training time. This training plan should be executed in the most austere environment
guided by the training and evaluation outline (T&EO). Resourcing efforts should
leverage necessary TADSS and the collective training team.
c. Resource Validation Synchronization typically occurs in the 4th Quarter to validate
required resources and services which support AT events and IDT periods for current
approved training plans.
4-5 Community Support Events
Community Support Events (CSEs) drive the ATAG’s Strengthening Partnerships line of
effort. Typical events supported by the KSARNG include color guards, static displays,
guest speakers, etc. Requests are submitted through the Chief of Staff’s office using a
DD 2536 and are presented for approval at the Community Events Panel. The G3 tasks
approved CSEs using FRAGOs and appear in the Current Operations Abstract.
4-6 Force Management
a. Command Plan. The command plan is the process where changes to Generating
Forces (GF) TDA and Operating Forces (OF) MTOE are addressed at the AA UIC level.
The command plan cycle is conducted annually during the second quarter of each
training year.
Requests for changes to GF TDA documents are accepted yearly during the
command plan cycle. Requests for GF personnel authorization changes require bill-
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payer offsets within the same UIC. These changes must result in a net-zero gain/loss
within the TDA. Requests for changes in Non-Standard Equipment for GF UICs are also
submitted during the command plan cycle. MTOE document changes are directed by
HQDA due to changes in mission requirements, manning, or equipping guidance.
b. Change Management Plan. Requests for personnel authorization changes
between GF UICs are not processed during the command plan cycle but during the Outof-Cycle boards. Changes requested must result in a net-zero gain/loss within the
state’s GF. Per HQDA and ARNG guidance, Joint Force Headquarters and Troop
Command cannot grow net spaces.
c. Generating Force Units equipment authorization management. Requests to
add or delete equipment for GF units are submitted using the FMSWeb Equipment
Request Tool (DA Form 4610-Rs). Changes may be submitted at any time throughout
the year. FIRO and ARNG command coordinators validate changes that are then
reviewed and approved by the DA Equipment Review and Validation Board for addition
to the TDA equipment authorization.
d. New Equipment Fielding. Upon notification of new equipment fielding, FIRO
coordinates between Program Manager, USP&FO, Property Book Officer, MSC, and
Unit for authorization, delivery, and training of all newly issued equipment. Initial receipt,
inventory, documentation, and transfer of equipment are conducted between the
Program Manager, USP&FO warehouse, and PBO. Requirements for training and
training support are coordinated by the unit and funded through AR1R funds.
e. Stationing and Federal Recognition. Upon TAG approval, the stationing of
newly organized units and detachments, or station changes, are submitted for
documentation through ARNG-FM. Federal Recognition is Extended to a unit upon
inspection and recommendation from the Title 10 Senior Army Advisor through CNGB.
Requests for Federal Recognition must be accomplished within six months of the date
of organization.
Chapter 5 Budget Management
5-1 Budget 101
a. Planning, Programming, Budgeting & Execution Process (PPBE): Each fiscal
year, the Department of Defense budget starts with the Planning, Programming,
Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) process. The PPBE process is the Department of
Defense (DoD) internal methodology used to allocate resources to provide the
necessary capabilities to accomplish the Department’s missions. The principal output of
the Planning, Programming and Budgeting phases of PPBE is the Defense budget
request that will be included in the President’s Budget (PB) to be submitted to
Congress. The primary purpose of the PPBE process is to allocate resources within the
DoD.
b. Budget Execution Guidance (BEG): The BEG is developed and provides details
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and clarification on the various programs within the Army National Guard (ARNG). This
document provides guidance and clarification regarding the use of available funding
strategies.
c. Funding Authorization Documents (FAD): This is the distribution of the Annual
Funding Program (AFP) and sub-allotted apportionment or allotment.
d. Annual Funding Program (AFP): This is yearly funding that NGB Program
Managers distribute into individual accounts. AFP is the total funding authorized to be
obligated from an account.
e. Allotment: This is sub-allotted apportionment and is the appropriated budget
authority available for obligation. Allotments are typically distributed quarterly or under a
continuing resolution (CR) through the end date of the CR. The allotment is available
funds that can be used to publish orders and approve travel.
f. Military Decision Package (MDEP): Each funding category is distributed to
individual MDEPs to provide funding for a specific purpose. MDEPs are defined in the
BEG as to what the funding for that MDEP can be used to support by purpose.
5-2 Annual Training
a. Traditional Annual Training (AT): Each Soldier is authorized a statutory 15 days of
AT. After the unit's AT plan is approved in MARRS-N, the manning roster is sent to
OCOTCS for order publication. Additional AT training days are available for use if
approved by the G3.
b. Year-Round Annual Training (YRAT): YRAT is for TDA units and specific units
only. These units will support MTOE missions as required. YRAT intends to maximize
the collective training Soldiers can obtain while supporting mission requirements. YRAT
orders are required to be conducted in 5-day increments. Soldiers supporting MTOE
units are cut 15-day orders. YRAT orders are not to be outside the State unless
approved by G3 or in support of an MTOE unit.
c. Recruit Sustainment Program (RSP) Non-prior service personnel are assigned to
the RSP Program, which provides a structured training program while waiting to depart
for their IADT. RSP Soldiers who return from IADT during the first quarter of the FY are
authorized attendance at AT; all other RSP Soldiers are not authorized Annual Training.
BNs can petition during the BN YTBs for an exception to policy, requesting RSP
Soldiers to attend their specific AT.
d. Pre-BOLC/WOBC Officers are not to attend AT until completion of BOLC/WOBC,
unless approved by the G3. Soldiers that hold a valid MOS and are waiting to attend
BOLC/WOBC are allowed to perform Annual Training.
e. Direct War and Enduring Costs (DWEC) DWEC (formally known as OCO) and
exercise funding is controlled by congress and NGB and is distributed to each state to
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fund additional training days using the appropriate MDEP. The additional AT training
days is typically funded at six additional days per Soldier.
f. Additional training days for exercise This funding is also controlled by congress
and NGB to fund additional training days for units scheduled to participate in NTC,
xCTC, and JTRC. Additional training days include funding for extra AT days and
additional training days. These additional days are communicated to the state through a
“Spend Plan” and will include the number of days authorized to support the required
training plan. The G3 will provide the information to the respective unit during exercise
IPRs and in coordination with the unit’s training strategy and requirements.
5-3 Inactive Duty Training (IDT)
Each Soldier is authorized 48 Unit Training Assemblies (UTA) each FY. Units will
submit IDT schedules in MARRS-N upon approval of their IDT memo that is submitted
each year. Commanders ensure IDTs are maximized to conduct quality training that
builds readiness. All IDT pay procedures are governed by NGR 680-1 Personnel Assets
Attendance and Accounting, which can be downloaded at the NGB Publications &
Forms Library.
5-4 Readiness Management Periods (RMP)
a. As funding allows, RMPs are distributed to KSARNG units, considering each unit's
assigned strength and rank. This method provides the most equitable formulation for
funds distribution. The G3 will top load a unit budget at the beginning of the FY. It is a
requirement that units request additional RMPs 30 days in advance. RMP usage will be
updated and distributed by the G3 twice a month and will reconcile all accounts to
ensure that shortages, if applicable, are reconciled. BDEs and BNs are responsible for
monitoring subordinate units. The G3 understands that this process will require
additional work at the BDE and BN levels, but it will allow for better distribution of RMP
funds and forecasting by units. Execution rates will be managed by the MSC and
monitored by the G3 Budget Analyst and State Training Officer.
b. The unit CDR utilizes the NGKS form 680-1 Inactive Duty Performance Training
Certificate signed before the performance of the RMP to authorize the performance of
the duty; the senior Soldier present certifies the performance of the duty on the same
document.
c. RMPs are to be utilized for unit training, administrative and logistical support.
Units are not authorized to execute RMPs without available funds. Over expenditure of
accounts will require reallocation within the BDE/BN to correct the account.
d. MSCs will submit RMP requests using the G3 Budget Teams channel;
https://dod.teams.microsoft.us/l/channel/19%3adod%3a72b44fb868a44b91a039e8e295
7c75fd%40thread.skype/FY23%2520RMP?groupId=b9dfcacf-9e38-4bde-9cb6a4068944084c&tenantId=fae6d70f-954b-4811-92b6-0530d6f84c43
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5-5 Rescheduled Training Period (RSTP)
a. RSTPs (known as SUTAs) may be performed before or after the unit's scheduled
training periods. The day the first Soldier of the unit is paid from the scheduled IDT
period, a 90-day window starts, during which all pay actions for that IDT period must be
completed.
(1) Soldiers authorized an RSTP before the scheduled IDT period are coded with
an “E” on the DA1379. Units should not authorize Soldiers to conduct an RSTP more
than 45 days before the scheduled IDT period.
(2) Soldiers authorized an RSTP after the scheduled IDT period are coded K on
the DA 1379. Units should clear K codes, to the greatest extent possible, NLT than the
last day of the month that the IDT period was scheduled IOT de-obligate the IDT funds
held for that Soldier. Doing so allows those funds to be placed back into the statutory
IDT funding pool.
b. Only the Company/Battery CDR may authorize a Soldier to reschedule the
performance of an IDT period; the senior individual present may certify the performance
of the duty. The CDR utilizes the NGKS form 680-1 Inactive Duty Performance Training
Certificate signed before the scheduled IDT period to authorize the performance of the
duty; the certifier validated performance on the same document.
c. Due to end-of-the-year funding constraints, RSTPs are not authorized after June 1
of each TY without the approval of the State Training Officer. All RSTP performance for
IDT must be completed NLT 31 May of each TY, unless otherwise directed.
5-6 Pay and Allowance Orders
The following guidance only applies to MDEPs managed by the G3. All other funding
managed by other directorates will utilize those directorates' processes and guidance.
All orders for pay and allowance are generated using the Department of
the Army Mobilization Processing System (DAMPS). Within DAMPS, two additional
modules are used for processing orders. OCOTCS and OCOIND.
a. DAMPS is the system that units must utilize to submit the request for orders
(RFO) and also can view, download and distribute published active duty orders for
KSARNG Soldiers. DAMPS is a web-based system located within the MOBCOP suite of
systems at the following website. MOBCOP Suite - Portal (pentagon.mil)
b. OCOTCS. All orders using the AT classification are published using OCOTCS.
This module covers the statutory AT period, all YRAT orders, and additional AT periods.
(1) RFO Timeline for MTOE units: Annual Training RFOs are typically submitted
during October by each unit. Units initiate the RFO by transmitting the manning roster
from MARRS to OCOTCS. Once the data is received in OCOTCS, units will forward the
RFOs to the next level. Based on published timelines, BN/BDEs will review the pending
RFOs and forward them to the G3 for order generation.
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(2) RFO Timeline for TDA units: YRAT Annual Training RFOs are submitted
during October by each TDA unit. Per NGB, TDA units will enter SEP 16-30 as the
YRAT training dates into MARRS. The exception to this rule is if the TDA unit has an
established time that the unit is performing collective training. Units initiate the RFO by
transmitting the manning roster from MARRS to OCOTCS. Once the data is received in
OCOTCS, units will forward the RFOs to the next level. YRAT RFOs will remain at the
BN/BDE. Once accurate dates are established, the RFOs can be adjusted and
forwarded to the G3 for publication.
c. OCOIND module is used to publish all orders for school, support, exercises,
community events, etc. All orders outside the AT classification are published in
OCOIND. All RFOs should be submitted for approval as soon as possible.
d. Military Pay Orders (114 vs. My unit pay), it is the responsibility of each unit to
ensure orders are processed for pay following:
(1) My Unit Pay (MUP): The MUP system is used to process pay actions for all
published orders that are 29 days or less. Orders seven days or less are input for pay
after the duty is complete. Orders eight to 29 days in length are processed for payment
on the order's start date but will only generate one payment on or about the last day of
duty.
(2) DD 114: Orders 30 days or greater must be forwarded to MILPAY on a DD
114 to be processed for payment as close to the start date as possible. These orders
will not populate in MUP but will generate multiple payments until the duty is completed.
e. Amendments and revocations: Simply requesting an amendment or revoke does
not automatically close the loop. Since DAMPS does not communicate to MUP, and
MUP does not recognize amendments or revokes, all amendments and revocation
orders (that have been input for pay) must be sent to MILPAY with a signed copy of the
original order to be processed. If this does not occur, an amended or revoked order will
continue to pay out to the Soldier. Failure to do this could cause significant pay issues
for their Soldier.
f. Pay Scrubs: Units must conduct a pay scrub on the first day of AT. This scrub will
ensure that every Soldier on duty has a published order and that pay can be processed.
Also, the pay scrub will identify Soldiers who do not have orders published or orders
that need to be revoked. Units will not automatically input orders for pay without
verifying that the Soldier is in attendance.
g. Order types for Courses of Instruction at a School or Installation: Two types

of orders are published for attendance at a school: TDY status or PCS.
(1) Temporary Duty (TDY): Courses with a scheduled duration of 139 or fewer
days (less than 20 weeks) are considered TDY status. ATRRS will be used to verify the
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length of the course.
(2) Permanent Change of Station (PCS): Courses scheduled for 140 or more
days (20 weeks) are PCSs, and the course location is the Service member’s PDS. The
scheduled duration is the actual period a Service member receives instruction, including
weekends, but not counting holiday periods when the Service member is not attending
classes or incidental time spent at the duty station before classes begin or after they
end. Soldiers in a PCS status are required to use their GTC to pay for PCS expenses
h. Allowable Travel Time: A Service member or dependent is authorized travel time
to complete a PDT move. The Department of Defense (DoD) Component determines
the authorized arrival and departure date. Still, the AO computes the authorized travel
time using the official distance, the mode of transportation authorized, and the
transportation used. The distance from the home, office or residence to the local
transportation terminal is not considered when computing travel time. Compute the
maximum authorized travel time for PDT as if travel were performed using a POV.
(1) If the ordered travel is 400 or fewer miles between official locations and the
traveler uses a POV, Government automobile, or rental vehicle, then one day of travel is
authorized for the official distance
(2) If the distance is greater than 400 miles, then divide by 350 to determine the
number of authorized travel days. One additional travel day is allowed if the remainder
is 51 or more. The result determines the maximum number of authorized travel days.
(3) When travel is authorized as advantageous by POV, a Government
automobile, or a rental vehicle, one day of travel is authorized for every 400 miles.
(4) If a traveler is directed to travel by airplane, train, or bus and chooses to travel
by a transportation mode other than the one directed, then allowable travel time is
limited to the directed mode of travel.
5-7 DTS Travel Orders
Defense Travel System (DTS) is the only authorized system that KSARNG Soldiers will
utilize to request authorization and reimbursement for official travel. (For exceptions to
this rule for Mobilizing Soldiers, see Para 6-16c, CRC Process.) DTS is a web-based
program located at the following website: Defense Travel System (osd.mil)
a. KSARNG Units will utilize the guidance provided by the Joint Travel Regulations
(JTR) Uniformed Service Members and DOD Civilian Employees and the KSARNG
DTS Business Rules to process DTS authorizations and vouchers for all funds
managed by the KSARNG G3.
b. Typically, DTS authorizations are submitted by the unit Readiness NCO, or they
assist the traveler in submitting an authorization; this is done because the readiness
NCOs generally know and understand the DTS system, are aware of mission
requirements, and readily have access to the DTS system,
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c. After the requirement is identified, authorization requests should be input as soon
as possible. Authorizations input within 15 days of the start of the duty is considered
late. It will require additional coordination by the unit and their higher headquarters to
ensure the authorization is published before the start of the duty. Soldiers are not
authorized to travel without an approved DTS authorization.
d. Travel VOCOs: If an authorization request is pending but not approved at travel
time, the unit may request VOCO approval from the DPOT through the G3 budget
section for the Soldier to travel. Unit commanders that allow Soldiers to travel without a
DTS authorization or a VOCO from the G3 may be held responsible for the costs
incurred by the Soldier while performing the duty.
e. Late DTS Submissions: DTS authorization requests submitted after the start of
the duty will require a memorandum from the unit commander through channels to the
G3 explaining the failure to input the request before the start of travel and the steps
taken to rectify the oversight. If approved, this correspondence will be uploaded into the
authorization before approval.
f. If a traveler requests to travel by POV, a completed Constructed Travel Worksheet
(CTW) must be generated and signed by the traveler (or NDEA), BN, and BDE, then
forwarded to the G3 Budget section for approval. If approved, the CTW must be
uploaded to the authorization before approval.
g. Government Travel Charge Card (GTCC): All DoD personnel, unless otherwise
exempt, who may be required to perform travel as part of their duties, will obtain and
use an IBA travel card. All DoD personnel (military or civilian) must use the travel card
for all authorized expenses relating to official government travel. Official government
travel is defined as travel under official orders to meet mission requirements. Reference
DODI 5154.31 Volume 4 and the KSARNG DTS Business Rules.
h. Centrally Billed Account (CBA): Soldiers unable to obtain a GTCC and are
required to travel that will involve SATO reservations must contact the Military
Transportation Office at the USPFO for approval to use the CBA account. This
coordination must be done no less than 15 days from the start of travel.
i. Voucher requests for reimbursement of travel expenses should be input into DTS
NLT five days after the completion of travel. BN OTRSs should run the DTS
unsubmitted voucher report before their units IDT periods each month IOT allow
Readiness NCO’s the opportunity to engage with and assist Soldiers who completed
travel but did not submit their voucher. The G3 budget section will run a state-level
report once every month. The G3 budget section will submit zero balance vouchers for
unsubmitted vouchers more than 45 days past the last day of travel. The unsubmitted
voucher report is located within the DTS report scheduler at the following link; Report
Scheduler - View Available Reports (osd.mil).
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5-8 Funding Request (Decrement)
Throughout the year, additional requirements are identified and directed that require
additional funding for Soldiers to support. The KSARNG uses the decrement process to
request, approve and validate these additional requirements for orders and DTS.
Decrements are generally required for additional funding other than statutory AT, premob additional AT, and exercise support additional days. The G3 Budget Section will
advise if a decrement is needed or not. Decrements are located on the G3 Budget
Teams channel;
https://dod.teams.microsoft.us/l/team/19%3adod%3ac8ff187ba02b44b1a3bfe9f24a3f6e
c5%40thread.skype/conversations?groupId=b9dfcacf-9e38-4bde-9cb6a4068944084c&tenantId=fae6d70f-954b-4811-92b6-0530d6f84c43
a. The decrement gives the ability to estimate the cost of pay, entitlements, and
travel for a Soldier to perform duty in a T32 status. Decrements will be updated yearly in
January if Congress approves annual pay raises.
b. Units will upload decrements utilizing the most recent format published by the G3
budget section into the G3 Budget TEAMS channel. Units must input the decrements as
soon as possible after a requirement is identified to provide all levels the opportunity to
review/approve the decrement and allow processing time for DAMPS order requests
and DTS authorization requests. Decrements should be as accurate as possible to
capture the event's funding requirement. Changes to the decrement can be made as
needed until the decrement is approved. Once the decrement is approved, all changes
must be approved by the G3 Budget section.
c. BN and BDEs will review decrements for accuracy and validate the requirement
before submitting them to the next level for review/approval. Failure to review the
decrement at each level may result in disapproval or late submission of RFO/DTS
requests.
d. The G3 budget section reviews each decrement request and will determine what
type of funding is appropriate for the request. Once approved, a control number will be
issued, and the request will be labeled as complete on the TEAMS site. All RFOs must
have the control number entered, or the RFO will be rejected.
e. Before publishing an order, the decrement is used to validate names, dates, and
locations. Soldiers not listed on the decrement will not have orders published or DTS
approved, causing a potential delay.
f. The G3 Budget section will make every effort to review, approve, or at least
acknowledge receipt of decrements once at the G3 level within three business days.
Chapter 6 T10 Active Duty for Mobilizations, Deployments, and Individual
Augmentation
6-1 Mobilization References (AR, NGR, DA PAMs, mobilization authorities)
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a. Army Mobilization and Deployment Reference (AMDR), located under the
References tab at http://www.army.mil/g-1
b. AR 5-9 Installation Agreements
c. AR 135-200 Active Duty for Missions, Projects, and Training for Reserve
Component Soldiers.
d. AR 135-210 Order to Active Duty as Individuals for Other than a Presidential
Reserve Call-Up, Partial or Full Mobilization.
e. AR 140-145 Individual Mobilization Augmentation Program.
f. AR 500-5 Army Mobilization.
g. AR 525-93 Army Deployment and Redeployment
h. AR 600-8-111 Army Mobilization, Manning, and Wartime Replacement
Operations.
i. DA PAM 500-5-1 Individual Augmentation Management.
j. DODI 1235.12 Accessing the Reserve Components (RC).
k. DTM 21-005: Deployment-to-Dwell, Mobilization-to-Dwell Policy Revision,
16AUG21.
l. HQDA Financial Management Guidance for Mobilizations and Deployments, dtd
4OCT19.
m. NGB MRO Handbook v2, dtd 15APR22.
n. Keys to a Successful Movement Plan (FORSCOM PointPoint)
o. KSARNG ATAG Policy #_____ - Management of Manning for Deploying Units
(draft as of 23JUN22).
p. KSARNG G4 Mobilization Schedule v19.
q. PPOM #20-018 ARNG AMEDD Personnel in Support of Contingency Operations
and Preplanned Missions.
r. PPOM 19-057: Updated Implementation Guidance for Primary Residence
Changes to Mobilization Orders.
s. PPOM 13-030: Implementation Guidance for the RC Managed Care-Mobilization
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and Training Program, 9AUG13.
t. PPOM 12-043: ADOS-RC Title 10 Guidance.
u. PPOM 11-042: ARNG Individual Replacement Operations.
v. PPOM 10-000: Demobilization Unit Assistance Guidance.

Figure 6-1: Title 10 Mobilization Authorities

6-2 Mobilization-related Websites
a. Personnel Policy Memoranda can be found on the ARNG Personnel Policy
Division (ARNG-HRH) Milsuite page on HRH's Website.
b. Mobilization/Deployment Policy references are located at Milsuite's S1Net.
c. FORSCOM FY23 Pre-Deployment Training Guidance may be found here.
d. 1st Army’s website for individual demobilizers is here.
e. MOBCOP (Mobilization Common Operating Picture) is a suite of web portal
applications related to Soldiers’ orders and mobilizations. The use of MOBCOP is
mandated by HQDA EXORD 088-19 and is the HQDA G3 and G1 authoritative system
for Title 10 mobilization functions that identify, source, approve and generate
unit/Soldier orders. MOBCOP is used by FORSCOM, IMCOM, NGB, USARC, and 1A.
NIPR MOBCOP applications are accessible here.
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(1) DAMPS-U is the method used to access published Unit Mobilization Orders
from HQDA and First Army.
(2) MARRS-N is the application used to create/fill Deployment Manning
Documents (DMD) and to submit Soldiers for orders in OCOTCS. Units do not require
elevated access to this application; the MRO section will manage the DMD on the unit’s
behalf.
(3) OCOTCS is the application the MRO Section uses to publish individual
mobilization orders.
(4) Tour of Duty (TOD) is the application used by Soldiers to find and apply for
Title 10 ADOS-RC or COADOS positions. The MRO Section uses TOD to approve
Soldiers’ requests to be released for a Title 10 ADOS-RC or COADOS assignment (on
behalf of the TAG; see the process in para 6-6.
(5) CRC Management is the MRO Section's application to reserve late-mobilizing
Soldiers for the CONUS Replacement Center at Ft. Bliss, TX.
(6) DAMPS-Orders is the application that allows a user to view all published
active duty orders for KSARNG Soldiers. Unit S1/S3 leaders can request access by
sending a DD 2875 System Access Request to Mr. Mark Wilson. DAMPS DD 2875
format is located in the G3 SOP References folder.
6-3 Unit Mobilization Life Cycle
a. At the State level, the unit mobilization process begins with a soft NOS and goes
through a unit successfully demobilizing after their deployment. Figure 6-2 depicts the
unit mobilization process at the national level. Figure 6-3 illustrates a timeline of
necessary mobilization life cycle tasks for a notional unit.
b. At NOS, the MRO Section will create an Excel file based on Figure 6-3 that
outlines the tasks a unit can expect over their mobilization’s life cycle.
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Tricare

1002
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Figure 6-3a: Unit Mobilization Life Cycle
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Figure 6-3b: Mobilization Timeline Example
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6-4 Mobilization Life Cycle Term Definitions
a. “Soft” NOS – “Soft” NOS describes the process of NGB reaching out to a state
before the UIC is assigned to the mission. “Soft” NOS is a WARNO for a state to expect
a NOS, giving the state more time to prepare the unit.
b. NOS – Notification of Sourcing – Units ideally receive a NOS between 730-540
days before deployment. The NOS is the state’s official notification that a unit is
sourced against a specific FTN. The NOS is a memo produced by the Mob Analysts
through MARRS-S, signed by Deputy G3, scanned, and uploaded back into MARRS-S
and GKO-S. The NOS memo contains the FTN, UIC, Unit A-Name, the number of
personnel required, and an estimated mobilization date.
(1) Upon notification, the MRO Section notifies the ATAG, G3, the Unit
Commander, G4 Defense Movement Coordinator Section, G1 HR Systems Branch
OIC/NCOIC, and the G2 of the planned mobilization.
(2) Upon NOS notification to the KSARNG, unit manning management policies
are governed by ATAG Policy # _____ (KSARNG Management of Manning for
Deploying Units, draft as of 23JUN22).
(3) MRO section is responsible for validating the DA Mobilization order and
ensuring that the listed UIC is for the AA UIC and all subordinate UICs.
c. Reclama is a request made to a higher headquarters to reconsider a decision or a
policy change. Mobilization Reclama’s are due to NGB no later than five business days
after the NOS is issued. Units will coordinate a Mobilization Reclama for mobilization
through the MRO. MRO will route the Reclama to the TAG for signature and then to
NGB’s G3-Mob Sourcing branch. See Para 2-5 for more information.
d. PRRS – the Pre-Mobilization Review and Resourcing Synchronization event is a
tool used by National Guard Bureau to prepare units and states for the MCJA. This
event is conducted in person or remotely; the mobilized unit reviews the FTN mission
requirements and begins drafting the MCJA out brief slides. Generally, the PRRS takes
place roughly 60 days before the MCJA.
e. MCJA (Multi-Component Joint Assessment) – The MCJA is a conference used to
align all the stakeholders of mobilizations – NGB, 1A pre and post-mobilization partners,
state headquarters, MFGI, and mobilizing units. At the MCJA, stakeholders “finalize”
pre-mobilization training standards, the post-mobilization training plan, and significant
dates for the mobilization. Attendance at these events is limited but generally includes
the commander, the MRO, and select full-time staff members.
f. PHA #1 (Level 1) – A deploying unit will schedule a Level 1 PHA between 365 and
270 days from M-day upon receiving a NOS. All Soldiers assigned to the deploying unit
will attend the Level I PHA regardless of the date of their last PHA or status on the
DMD. The deploying unit will coordinate through their MSC with MED DET to schedule
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the Level 1 PHA.
g. PHA #2 (Level 2) – A deploying unit will schedule a Level 2 PHA focusing on
personnel assigned to the DMD no earlier than 120 days and no later than 90 days
before M-day. The Level 2 PHA timing is vital to ensure Soldiers have a valid PHA that
will carry them through the Mobilization Force Generation Installation (MFGI) (aka
Mobilization Station) and into a theater without becoming overdue. The Level 2 PHA
must be conducted at least 90 days before M-day to allow time to adjust medications,
obtain letters of stability, and request waivers, as necessary. Soldiers unable to attend
the Level 2 PHA due to deployment schools or Soldiers who are added late to the DMD
after the unit’s Level 2 PHA will need to be scheduled to attend a PHA with another unit.
The deploying unit will coordinate directly with MED DET to schedule the unit’s Level 2
PHA and Soldiers who need a makeup Level 2 PHA.
h. Transportation Plan – In coordination with the KSARNG Defense Movement
Coordination Cell, the Unit builds and validates transportation details for all deploying
personnel and equipment (see tasks and timeline in the reference “KSARNG G4
Mobilization Schedule”). MRO section is responsible for validating the DA Mobilization
order and ensuring that the listed UIC is for the AA UIC and all subordinate UICs.

Figure 6-4: Example Transportation Plan Worksheet

i. Pre-Mobilization AT – Title 32 Annual Training leading up to M-Day. The MCJA
determines the training plan and requirements for this event.
j. Validation Brief – A brief to the ATAG (for a company and below) or TAG (for the
battalion and above) from the unit commander that details fill rate, training level
accomplished, DMOSQ rate, equipment OR rate, etc. MRO Section will send a slide
format to the unit before the validation brief.
k. M-Date/HSAD – Mobilization Date (Date Title 10 orders begin) / Home Station
Arrival Date (Soldiers report to their armories on 1st day of Title 10 orders)
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l. MTCAD/MSAD – Mobilization Training Center Arrival Date / Mobilization Station
Arrival Date
m. Post-Mobilization Training – Title 10 training that occurs at MFGI. The MCJA
determines the length and scope of the training plan and collective training
requirements for this event.
n. Demobilization / REFRAD – A process after the unit returns to CONUS from
OCONUS deployment. The MFGI will ensure that all demobilization tasks are
completed for returning Soldiers before the Soldiers’ Title 10 mobilization order expires.
o. Mobilization IPRs – monthly In Process Reviews are conducted via MS Teams or
phone bridge to staff through friction points to prepare the unit for T10 M-Day.
(1) Stakeholders: Mobilizing unit, battalion, MSC, G1(Family Programs, HR
Systems, Yellow Ribbon, G1 MED, G1 Deputy/SGM), G2, G3(MRO, G3 SGM, Training
Branch NCOIC, Operations NCO), G4 (SLMS, SMM and supporting FMS shops, PBO,
DMC), G6 (SASMO), HRO, and G8 (CTO, CIF, Property Management).
(2) Agenda: Format is located in the G3 SOP References Folder in the G3
Publications TEAMS channel.
6-5 Deployment-related schools/certifications
a. The following schools are required for each mobilizing AA/DUIC and can be
scheduled at Fort Riley Troop Schools: HAZMAT, UMO, Air Load Planner, TC-AIMS
Operator. Other schools that the ASCC or theater may require for operations can be
found through the theater requirements within the AMDR.
(1) Each company-sized organization (even if deploying subordinate to a
battalion) needs sufficient Hazardous Material Certifiers, Air Load Planners, Unit
Movement Officers, and TC-AIMS operators. The intent is for each company to be selfsufficient in its movement planning. IAW AR 525-93, para 2-10jj, each unit level will
have a primary and alternate UMO appointed in writing. Battalion and Brigade level
UMOs are expected to oversee Company level UMOs, as well as verify their products to
ensure no cargo is frustrated (held without shipping) due to incorrect paperwork.
(2) Hazardous Materials Certifier- This is an 80-hour course that allows units to
ship hazardous materials during mobilization. Common hazmat includes US Military
Fueling trucks, Mobile shop equipment, Contact Trucks, lithium-ion batteries commonly
used in NVGs and military radio systems. These individuals must be sourced from their
respective levels and never sourced from outside or subordinate entities.
(3) Unit Movement Officer- The Unit Movement Officer (UMO) is responsible for
the planning and execution of movement of the unit’s equipment and personnel from
their Home Station in Kansas to their end destination overseas. They will work with the
G3 and G4 at state levels to ensure all equipment and personnel are accounted for and
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the movement plans are 100% accurate. Each UIC will have its own UMO with
Battalion/Brigade levels ensure subordinate units meet required due dates. UMOs are
to be sourced from their respective levels and never sourced from outside or
subordinate entities.
(4) Air Load Planner- These appointed individuals are required to build Air Load
plans for submission to Transcom and the US Airforce for any air movement of unit
equipment. These individuals must be sourced from their respective levels and never
sourced from outside or subordinate entities.
(5) TC-AIMS Operator- These appointed individuals are in charge of updating the
property in TC-AIMS, build an Operational Equipment List (OEL) that is accurate for
submission to FORSCOM and NGB as well as building the Unit Deployment List (UDL)
which is all the equipment the unit will actually be bringing on their mobilization. They
will also build the movement plan of exactly how the unit is to move its personnel and
equipment overseas. These individuals must be sourced from their respective levels
and never sourced from outside or subordinate entities.
(6) Units must source Hazmat, Air Load Planners, Unit Movement Officers, and
TC-AIMS operators from their respective units. Battalion level must source trained
operators from Battalion staff and Brigades must source from Brigade staff. This is to
ensure Battalions and Brigades have oversite of movement requirements when
mobilized and ensures their movement personnel are still available to perform their
duties while deployed.
b. SARC and VA Training and Credentialling Information
(1) Trends indicate ~270 Days to train and credential Sexual Assault Response
Coordinators (SARCs), Victim Advocacy Counselors (VACs), and Victim Advocates
(VAs). Do Not treat these courses like other PME or ATRRS courses – multiple Critical
Actions must occur before attendance is approved. Leverage your Brigade & JFHQ
SARC to facilitate administrative actions for getting unit personnel qualified to serve in a
SHARP position.
(2) Unit criteria and requirements for SARCs and VAs (IAW NGB’s MRO
Handbook)
(a) Above Brigade Level:
1. Collateral Duty SARC – Officer (MAJ/CW3 or higher) or NCO (SFC or
higher)
2. Complete suitability/screening requirements IAW Army Directive 2018-16
(every three years)
3. SARC Appointment Orders signed by the O-6 BDE CDR/GS-15
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4. Must attend the 80-hour SHARP Foundation Course (JFHQ SARC will
coordinate the course with NGB-J1-SAPR Division)
5. Credentialed/Certification submitted through the National Organization of
Victim Assistance (NOVA) every two years).
(b) Brigade Level
1. Full-Time SARC (1) – Officer (MAJ/CW3 or higher) or NCO (SFC or higher)
2. Full-Time VA (1) – Officer (1LT/CW2 or higher) or NCO (SSG or higher)
3. Complete suitability/screening requirements IAW Army Directive 2018-16
(every three years)
4. SARC Appointment Orders signed by the O-6 BDE CDR/GS-15
5. VA Appointment Orders signed by the O-6 BDE CDR/GS-15
6. Must attend 6-week Army SHARP Academy Career Course (JFHQ SARC
will coordinate course with NGB-J1-SAPR Division).
7. Credentialed/Certification submitted through the National Organization of
Victim Assistance (NOVA) every two years).
8. Must add two positions to the DMD.
9. Must attend Electronic Medical Management Processing System (EMMPS)
Line of Duty (LOD) online training (Must be HIPPA certified).
(c) Battalion Level
1. Collateral Duty SARC – Officer (MAJ/CW3 or higher) or NCO (SFC or
higher)
2. Collateral Duty (VA) – Officer (1LT/CW2 or Higher) or (SSG or Higher)
3. Complete Suitability/ Screening requirements IAW Army Directive 2018-16
(every three years)
4. SARC Appointment Orders signed by first Brigade O-6 BDE CDR/GS-15
5. VA Appointment Orders signed by first Brigade O-6 BDE CDR/ GS-15
6. Must attend the 80-Hour SHARP Foundation Course (JFHQ SARC will
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coordinate the course with NGB-J1-SAPR Division)
7. Credentialed/Certification submitted through National Organization of
Victim Assistance (NOVA) (every two years)
(d) Company Level (NGB Recommendation)
1. Collateral Duty (VA) (2) – Officer (1LT/CW2 or Higher) or (SSG or Higher)
2. Complete Suitability/ Screening requirements IAW Army Directive 2018-16
(every three years)
3. VA Appointment Orders signed by first Brigade O-6 BDE CDR/GS-15
4. Must attend the 80-Hour SHARP Foundation Course (JFHQ SARC will
coordinate the course with NGB-J1-SAPR-Division)
5. Credentialed/Certification submitted through National Organization of
Victim Assistance (NOVA) (every two years)
6-6 Unit Movement and Transportation Plan
a. Units are ultimately responsible for their unit movement plan. Units will train and
appoint primary and alternate Unit Movement Officers (UMO) NLT 365 days before the
unit’s M-Date.
(1) Requirements for units. Each mobilizing company will have primary and
alternate UMOs. Battalion and Brigade-sized organizations will have primary and
alternate UMOs in addition to their company/battalion UMOs.
(2) Restrictions on appointments. Units should ensure that individuals appointed
as the battalion UMO during mobilization planning and preparation are not also
appointed as a company UMO. Battalion UMOs are responsible for certifying
subordinate company movement plans; an individual who submits a company
movement plan cannot certify their plan as a battalion UMO. In order to ensure that
appointed movement officers are available to continue to perform their UMO duties
while deployed, units should avoid sourcing battalion UMOs from line companies.
b. Units will coordinate with the G4-Defense Movement Coordinator for guidance in
building their movement plan. Units will need to validate their property book in TCAIMS
NLT 270 days before their Required Load Date for surface vessel movement. The unit
will then create a Unit Deployment List (UDL) that will be submitted to FORSCOM for
approval and coordination.
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6-7 T10 Rear Detachments
a. Purpose: T10 rear detachments’ primary purpose is to be a quick replacement for
a Soldier that has REFRAD. Secondarily, the purpose is to support the Commander,
deployed Soldiers, full-time staff, and family members at the Home Station.
b. Criteria:
(1) 80 Soldiers or more on the UIC/DUIC
(2) 0% or more of the Soldiers assigned to the UIC/DUIC are mobilizing (if “a” is
achieved)
(3) 50% of the AGR staff is mobilizing
(4) Mobilizing under the 12302 mobilization authority
(5) FTNs may be aggregated to reach the 80/80% criteria
(6) Units that are authorized a Rear Det may submit a request for no more than
two pax per company and 25 pax for an entire BCT.
c. Orders request process:
(1) Units must submit the Rear Det request within 30 days of the MCJA
(registered DUIC(s) and pax count(s))
(2) Mob Analyst adds the Rear Det line to the tracking tool
(3) Desk Officers add the line to MARRS-S
(4) Mob Analyst issues the MOD NOS
(5) Desk Officers submit the DUIC for orders (typically with the same MOB date
as the main body)
d. Mobilization Process:
(1) Rear Dets will report to the MFGI as ordered with the main body and
complete SRP.
(2) Once SRP is complete, the Rear Det personnel will be put on TCS orders and
will return to the HS.
(3) Demobilization Process: Once the main body redeploys, the rear dets will
return to the MOB station to go through the DEMOB process.
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e. Other:
(1) Rear Det personnel may be called forward to fill unit shortages; if so, 1A will
coordinate with IMCOM to amend the TCS orders, fund the travel to the MFGI, where
the Soldier will complete training, and then transport the Soldier to the theater.
(2) Rear Det personnel are NOT authorized lodging, per diem, or mileage
reimbursement.
(3) While at HS, the Rear Det personnel are OPCON to the respective First Army
MFGI Brigade (5th AR or 120th IN) and ADCON (less UCMJ authority) to KSARNG
JFHQ. Rear Det personnel will not conduct T32 business while on T10 orders.
6-8 Early TRICARE (MOB-180 days)
a. Early Identification /Pre-Alert/Early Eligibility TRICARE Benefits: Benefits are
entitled to Servicemember (SM) up to 180 days before the Mob start date; if qualifying
criteria are met, SM or Family Member (FM) may need to contact TRICARE rep if they
live outside the Prime Service Area for Military Treatment Facility. Once MRO Section
has slotted Soldiers in the DMD, they will activate EID TRICARE 180 days before the
mobilization start date. Once activated, Soldiers need to verify that TRICARE eligibility
is showing correctly in MilConnect DMDC application.
b. Who is eligible? EID TRICARE is for SMs, and their family members based on
SMs who are activated on a period of active duty of more than 30 days in support of a
qualifying preplanned contingency operation in support of Combatant Command
(COCOM) under section 12304b, 12302 or as defined in section 101(a)(13)(B) of
Reference (c) per DoDM 7730.54-V1, May 25, 2011. HQDA Mob Order must be
published, SM must be on a DMD, and the unit is within 180 days from the Mob Date.
c. Who is not eligible? SM on an active duty status of more than 30 days (already
have TRICARE). SMs employed with the Federal Government and receive Federal
Employees Health Benefits Plan FEHBP within their unit's qualifying EID period (See
your HRO).
6-9 Medical Providers and mobilizations
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Figure 6-9: Cheat sheet for mobilizing health care personnel.

a. IAW PPOM 20-018, Physicians (MDs, Dentists, Nurse Anesthetists) will serve no
more than 90 days BOG. Physician Assistants, Veterinary Corps Officers, Nurse
Practitioners, Clinical Psychologists, and Social Works will serve no more than 180 days
BOG. Officers in these categories may not mobilize with the unit main body on
HSAD/MSAD; these Soldiers mobilize through CRC with the intent to arrive in-country
shortly after the main body and before the unit’s LAD. The MRO and KSARNG Surgeon
will coordinate to ensure a unit has provider rotations identified before unit mobilization.
b. Medical providers mobilize under their own DUIC. One hundred eighty days
before HSAD, the MRO section will coordinate with the NGB-MR-RP branch to create
the Provider DUIC by sending an email request to ng.ncr.ngb-arng.mbx.arngmr@army.mil (Include in the email body that you’re requesting a DUIC for unit Provider,
and include FTN).
6-10 Deployment Manning Document Guidance
a. Building DMD – The MRO Section is responsible for building the DMD template in
MARRS-N based on the requirements from the FTN. For MTOE-based mobilizations,
the MRO section will create the DMD based on the unit’s most recent approved MTOE
manning document stored in FMSWeb. The MRO Section will share the DMD Excel
Document with the Unit S1 for analysis and templating which Soldier will fill which
position.
b. Filling DMD – The MRO Section will manage the MARRS-N DMD on behalf of the
unit. Multiple functions within MARRS-N are only available at the state (MRO level).
The G1 – HR Systems Branch will manage IPPS-A Mobilization Templates (temporary
IPPS-A assignments for mobilization purposes) on behalf of the unit. To slot a Soldier
into the DMD, the Unit S1 must communicate the following information to the MRO for
each Soldier: Name (Last, First), SSN, Para/Lin, UIC (for mobilizing units with multiple
companies/detachments, the S1 must specify which company/detachment to fill the
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Soldier against). Weekly, unit S1 should send “add/drop DMD updates” to the G1 – HR
Systems Branch and the MRO section. After all updates, the MRO Section will return a
MARRS-generated Excel file depicting the most up-to-date DMD status. Unit S1 should
ensure that the Soldiers they’re requesting to add to the DMD meet the minimum
security clearance requirement for that para/lin. Unit S1 should ensure that Soldier’s
scheduled ETS conforms to guidance outlined in KSARNG ATAG Policy #_____ Management of Manning for Deploying Units (draft as of 23JUN22).
c. DMD Substitution – When deploying based on an MTOE FTN/DMD, the unit
commander fills positions at their discretion, based on mission analysis and ability to
meet the mission requirements. No DMD substitution approval process is required as
long as the Soldier meets the security clearance requirement for para/lin; the Soldier’s
grade is two under or one over the required para/lin grade (example: E4 can serve in
E6 para/lin, but an E6 can’t serve in an E4 para/lin). Reference NGB HRO Handbook,
Annex 42.
6-11 Command Direct Process
a. All unit vacancies should be filled first from within the unit’s Higher Headquarters
and then from within the State. If a State cannot fill a mission-critical position, the State
will submit a passback via MARRS-N. See the flow charts below for the Command
Direct Process – Internal and External to MSC.

Figure 6-11a: Command Direct Process (Soldier is internal to the MSC)
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Figure 6-11b: Command Direct Process (Soldier is external to the MSC)

6-12 Passback process
a. If a unit cannot fill DMD vacancies with the Command Direct process, they may
request the position to be filled with a passback through the MRO Section. There are
two categories of passbacks: NGB passback (when a candidate is not identified
beforehand) and by-name passback (when a candidate from another state is identified)
[brackets below denote steps specific to by-name passbacks]
(1) Vacancy [and volunteer] is identified by gaining unit.
(2) Gaining unit or State MRO Section submits Passback request via MARRS-N,
annotating which position the Soldier will fill.
(3) Gaining State MRO sends an email to NGB G1 Mission and Personnel
Readiness Branch, notifying them of a MARRS-N Passback request.
(4) ARNG G1 Mission and Personnel Readiness Branch approve the request.
The position is automatically created in ToD [and restricted to Soldier].
(5) Interested Soldiers will volunteer for a position in TOD. [Position
populates in the Soldier’s “Favorites” in ToD, and the system notifies the Soldier by e-
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mail that the application has been approved.] Soldier signs packet and submits any
additional supporting documents through ToD.
(6) NGB G1 Mission and Personnel Readiness Branch validate that the Soldier
meets position requirements in TOD.
(7) The system assigns a Packet Position ID/Request ID number.
(8) Losing State Mobilization Readiness Officer and Adjutant General
provides a release.
(9) NGB MOB Branch builds packets in DAMPS (SIPR Network).
(10) HQDA staff DAMPS packet and conducts approval process. The final
approval authority is the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower and Reserve
Affairs.
(11) HQDA cuts DA MOB Orders for the volunteer. First Army cuts CONUSA
Mob Order for the volunteer. First Army sends the CONUSA order to the Losing State
Mobilization Readiness Officer.

(12) HQDA cuts DA MOB Orders for the volunteer. First Army cuts CONUSA
Mob Order for the volunteer. First Army sends the CONUSA order to the Losing State
Mobilization Readiness Officer.
(13) Losing State Mobilization Readiness Officer cuts individual
mobilization orders for the Soldier, arranges travel orders to MFGI/CRC, and is
responsible for starting EID Tricare.
6-13 Dwell and mobilization notification requirements
See guidance in KSARNG ATAG Policy #_____ - Management of Manning for
Deploying Units (draft as of 23JUN22). The volunteer Waiver Statement format is
located in the G3 SOP References Folder.
6-14 Security Clearance Requirements for mobilizations
a. DMD Security Clearance Requirements.
(1) For MTOE-based mobilizations, the MRO section will build the DMD based on
the most recently approved MTOE in FMSWeb. All security clearance requirements will
match the MTOE Personnel document.
(2) For FTN-based DMDs, the MRO section will build the DMD based on the FTN
requirements listed. All security clearance requirements will match the FTN
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requirements.
b. Soldiers cannot mobilize or receive mobilization orders if they have a security
clearance lower than the level required in the para/lin they occupy, as OCOTCS
prevents this action. The MRO Section will not override an OCOTCS security clearance
mismatch except in cases where the administrative system erroneously shows the
Soldier not to have the proper clearance. If a Soldier has a security clearance, but
OCOTCS indicates the Soldier doesn’t have a clearance, the unit can submit a Security
Clearance Verification memo dated within 90 days to the MRO section; the MRO
section will use this memo to override the OCOTCS restriction.
6-15 ETS Date Requirements for mobilizations and OCOTCS Override process
a. Soldiers mobilizing with a unit need to have an ETS date 90 days after the unit’s
Title 10 mission is over (90 days + 400 days after Title 10 orders start date). See
deployment manning business rules in KSARNG ATAG Policy #_____ - Management of
Manning for Deploying Units (draft as of 23JUN22).
b. To override the ETS rule in OCOTCS, the MRO section needs an MFR from the
unit stating that the Soldier intends to extend their contract while deployed. The unit can
consolidate all Soldiers that fit these criteria into a single MFR. The MRO Section will
manually override the OCOTCS blocking function by uploading the MFR to the Soldier’s
Individual Mobilization Order.
6-16 Mobilization Orders
a. The MRO Section should publish mobilization orders (based on the DMD) 60-90
days before M-Date.
(1) MRO Section: submit orders from MARRS-N to OCOTCS.
(2) MRO Section: verify MSAD, HSAD, and MFGI for mobilizing Soldiers.
Request and Generate orders in OCOTCS.
(3) Notify unit S1 that orders have been published and instruct them how to
view/download orders in DAMPS. Notify G1 HR Systems and MILPO that orders have
been published in DAMPS; include DODID for individual mobilizers or UIC for a
mobilizing unit.
b. Length of orders. Title 10 orders last for 400 days starting from M-Date.
Exceptions that require the MRO Section to curtail the length of orders:
(1) Individual demobilizing Soldiers: see para 6-15(a).
(2) Soldiers with follow-on schools that begin after return from the unit mission
but before the end of Title 10 orders: Soldiers cannot travel to schools for T32 purposes
while on T10 orders. The unit must communicate the school start date to MRO Section.
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MRO Section will amend the Soldier’s orders to the day before school orders begin
(including travel time).
6-17 Official Passports
FTN/FORSCOM decides what positions in a mobilizing unit require an Official Passport.
These authorizations are finalized at the MCJA. For a timeline of events, reference the
MRO Handbook.
6-18 REFRAD/DeMobilization Process
a. Unit demobilizations. Units will demobilize at the designated MFGI following
deployment, and 1st Army will conduct the unit’s Soldiers through the REFRAD process.
The unit will begin coordination during demobilization IPRs with the MRO Section and
1st Army starting around 90 days before the mission ends.
b. Individual demobilizations. Soldiers returning early (without the rest of the unit) are
considered to be individual demobilizing Soldiers. These Soldiers will travel from the
theater to the designated MFGI, where 1st Army will conduct the REFRAD process. The
Soldier and unit are responsible for notifying the MRO Section that a Soldier will
demobilize early. If the Soldier is going from the theater to the MFGI, the unit can
coordinate directly with 1st Army’s demobilization team (see the website in Para 6-2). If
the Soldier is home on leave, the unit can coordinate with MRO Section to schedule a
flight itinerary and coordinate with 1st Army on the Soldier’s behalf.
(1) Soldier/unit demobilization responsibilities:
(a) Notify the MRO Section of an expected individual demobilizing Soldier and
the expected/requested travel date to MFGI.
(b) Provide a Theater Letter of Release (example on 1st Army’s Demobilizing
Team website, link in Para 6-2) from the appropriate signature authority. Bring copies of all
documents required for REFRAD (see 1st Army’s demobilizing Team website).
(c) Forward a copy of DD214 or DD250 to MRO Section before leaving MFGI;
this prevents an overpayment of benefits that would result in pay recoupment.
(2) MRO Section responsibilities:
(a) Forward copy of DD214 or DD250 to G1 HR Systems Branch and MILPO
(b) Amend Title 10 orders to end on the discharge date indicated on
DD214/DD250.
6-19 Individual Mobilizations
a. TOD/ADOS Process Figure 6-7 outlines the Title 10 ADOS process for the Force
Requestor, National level, the Soldier’s actions, and the losing State’s actions. The
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MRO Section performs the steps where the location is highlighted in blue and depicted
as “RC HQ CoC.” The steps below describe this in more detail:
(1) MRO Section checks TOD regularly for new packets. When a new packet
arrives, MRO reviews the packet to check:
(a) Is the Soldier at risk of being on orders for >1825 days in 5 years?
(b) Is the Soldier at risk of entering >16 years AFS?
(c) Is Soldier an FTM in KSARNG?
(d) Is the Soldier at risk of entering >16 years AFS?; (3) Is the Soldier an FTM
in KSARNG?
(2) MRO creates a PDF portfolio with a staffing sheet, DAMPS assignment
printout, and TAG Release Memo (Example located in MRO Teams Folder). MRO staffs
the TOD/ADOS packet through:
(a) The Soldier’s battalion. The unit S1 is responsible for ensuring that the
Soldier possesses a valid security clearance, isn’t pending adverse action, and reviews
relevant personnel records. After S1 review, the Battalion Commander signs the staffing
sheet to concur or non-concur with releasing the Soldier for the assignment.
(b) The Soldier’s MSC. The MSC S1 is responsible for ensuring the Soldier
isn’t pending adverse action and reviews relevant personnel records. The MSC
commander signs the staffing sheet to concur or non-concur with releasing the Soldier
for the assignment.
(c) The MSC AO returns the TOD/ADOS pdf packet to the MRO Section. The
MRO Section routes the packet through G1-HR Systems Branch to the TAG.
(d) The G1-HR Systems branch is responsible for reviewing IPPS-A
assignments, and relevant personnel records, ensuring the Soldier is not pending
adverse action and isn’t occupying a position tied to a bonus. The G1 signs the staffing
sheet and forwards the packet to the Army COS (courtesy copy to the MRO Section).
(e) The Army COS, Senior Enlisted Advisor, and ATAG will review the packet
and concur/non-concur with the Soldier’s release. If the Soldier is an FTM, the COS
should weigh the effects of releasing an FTM Soldier for an ADOS assignment.
(f) The TAG will approve/disapprove the Soldier's release for the ADOS
assignment.
(g) Approval/Disapproval of ADOS packet:
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1. If the TAG approves releasing the Soldier for the assignment: the MRO
Section approves the packet in TOD and uploads a copy of the TAG Release Memo,
which routes the Soldier’s TOD packet to step 11a. MRO Section informs G1-HR
Systems of the Soldier’s pending ADOS assignment so that they can create the
necessary IPPS-A assignment templates.
2. If the TAG does not approve releasing the Soldier for the assignment:
MRO Section disapproves the packet in TOD and notifies the Soldier’s CoC and G1-HR
Systems.

Figure 6-19: Title 10 ADOS Application Process.

6-20 In-Theater Extensions (ITE) Process
a. In-Theater Extensions (ITE) Process.
(1) The gaining unit identifies vacancies and volunteers, and an O-6 signs ITE
Request Memorandum in the gaining unit/State.
(2) Gaining unit or State submits ITE request via MARRS-N, annotating which
position the Soldier will fill.
(3) Gaining State MRO sends an email to NGB G1 Mission and Personnel
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Readiness Branch, notifying them of a MARRS-N ITE request and including a copy of
the signed O-6 Memo.
(4) ARNG G1 Mission and Personnel Readiness Branch approve the request.
The position is automatically created in ToD and restricted to the Soldier.
(5) Position populates in the Soldier’s “Favorites” in ToD, and the system notifies
the Soldier by e-mail that the application has been approved.
(6) Soldier signs packet and submits any additional supporting documents
through ToD.
(7) The system assigns a Packet Position ID/Request ID number.
(8) Losing State Mobilization Readiness Officer and Adjutant General
provides a release.
(9) Force Requestor (ARCENT National Guard Affairs) builds packets in DAMPS
(SIPR Network).
(10) HQDA staff DAMPS packet and conducts approval process. The final
approval authority is the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower and Reserve
Affairs.
(11) HRC Processes packets and publishes Orders
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FIGURE 6-20: ITE PROCESS

b. CRC Process
(1) Soldiers mobilizing after the unit's main body reports to the MFGI will mobilize
through the CONUS Replacement Center (CRC) at Ft. Bliss, TX. Units will
communicate to the MRO Section the names and available dates to deploy for any
Soldiers identified after the unit main body M-Date. Using this information, the MRO
Section will arrange the Soldier’s mobilization orders, CRC reservation and will
coordinate with the DOL Defense Movement Coordination cell to purchase CBA-funded
travel from the Soldier’s HOR to CRC.
(2) CAVEAT For T10 Rear Detachment late-mobilizers – Title 10 Rear
Detachment Soldiers mobilizing after the unit’s M-Date will have travel funded by
IMCOM. The MRO Section is responsible for arranging a cross-org LOA through
IMCOM by contacting usarmy.jbsa.imcom-hq.list.ocotcs-dts-orders-owner@army.mil
and usarmy.jbsa.imcom-hq.list.ocotcs-manual-orders-owner@army.mil. The Soldier will
create a travel authorization in DTS using the cross-org LOA and their own IBA. Travel
from HOR to CRC must occur on the Soldier’s MSAD/HSAD stated on Soldier’s Title 10
Individual Mobilization Orders received through the MRO Section.
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c. Unit responsibilities for tracking Individual Augmentees/Individual Mobilizers.
(1) Units are responsible for maintaining a roster of Soldiers serving on ADOS
orders (Title 10 and Title 32), Soldiers on Individual Mobilization Orders serving on
CONUS/OCONUS deployments, and Soldiers who are scheduled as late mobilizers
who will deploy through CRC.
(2) Units should maintain communication with Soldiers mobilizing with other units
throughout the process, from mobilization to re-deployment.
Chapter 7 T32 Active Duty
7-1 T32 Active Duty for Operational Support (ADOS)
a. An authorized voluntary tour of AD performed pursuant to 10 USC 12301(d) (other
than AGR duty) and includes OTD performed at the request of an organizational or
operational CDR, AD or OTD performed as a result of reimbursable funding, funeral
honors duty performed not in an AD status, and AD performed by members of the
Retired Reserve not receiving regular retired pay.
b. The purpose of ADOS is to provide the necessary skilled manpower assets to
support existing or emerging requirements. Following are the types of ADOS the
KSARNG G3 manages:
(1) Full-Time National Guard Duty for Operational Support (FTNGD-OS) is an
authorized voluntary tour of full-time National Guard duty (FTNGD) performed at the
request of a unit’s CDR.
(2) NGB provides Exercise Support funding for training missions requiring
additional training days and full-time manning to support; see table 2-1 in Para 2-4 for
specific options available. If the funding is not provided for a specific exercise, the G3
may still fund it, but all other obligations must be accounted for first.
f. Each Directorate will manage the process for ADOS support requests for the funds
that the Directorate manages. The KSARNG G3 process for a support request is
described in the following paragraphs:
(1) FTNGD-OS.
(a) Once the unit determines they have a requirement they can not meet with
traditional AGR/TECH support, they must submit a KSARNG ADOS RC Advertisement
form to the KSARNG G3 budget team. The packets must provide the following
information.
1. Tour Start/End and length
2. Requesting unit information
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3. Duty Location
4. Min/Max Rank Requirements
5. MOS requirements
6. Security Clearance Requirements
7. Position Description. Must include a scope of work and expected duties
conducted.
8. Packet Requirements
(b) The KSARNG G3 will determine if the scope of work falls within the
funding accounts that the G3 controls, determine if the authorized account has the
funds available to fulfill the request, and recommend adjustments to the unit if required.
(c) Once the G3 approves the request, it is the unit’s responsibility to
advertise (recommend utilizing the State PAO), collect packets, and conduct the board.
Once the selection is complete, the unit will notify the G3 and submit the RFO.
(2) Exercise Support. Once a unit is tasked to support a WFX, XCTC, JRTC, or
NTC rotation, they should start coordinating with the KSARNG G3 budget team to
validate funding for project officers or other manning requirements they identify during
the mission analysis phase. Units will internally manage the selection process for ADOS
support for exercises. Once the G3 has validated that NGB has provided ADOS funding
for a unit’s tasking, the unit must submit a decrement to the KSARNG budget team for
the selected Soldiers and submit the RFO after receipt of the control number.
e. ADOS funding is not authorized to provide manning to perform duties traditionally
performed by AGR or Technician FTM. Units with requirements for additional Soldiers to
perform those duties should contact HRO for guidance on how to meet those
requirements.
7-2 T32 State Active Duty (SAD)
a. State emergency management is managed by the Joint Operations Center (JOC)
and coordinated with the approval of the Kansas Department of Emergency
Management (KDEM) and the Director of Military Support (DOMS). The job of the G3 in
supporting State Activations is to coordinate KSARNG personnel and resources to
respond to any emergency at the request/direction of the Kansas Department of
Emergency Management and the Governor. The habitual relationship between the
DOMS and the G3 provides mission planners, OPORD writers, and mission trackers to
the JOC during State Emergency operations to increase the continuity of operations
capability. Standard mission sets, specified capability packages, and regional support
missions are dictated in the yearly JOPORD and CONPLANS. During the YTBs,
commanders discuss their current levels of ICS trained Soldiers, partnerships with local
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emergency management, and their capability gaps for assigned missions
b. Title 32, State Active Duty (SAD) Activation. State Active Duty is a scalable
reaction to an emergency. A unit is assigned mission command of the KSARNG’s
response, and then mission tracking is performed on a DIALUTH relationship between
the tasked unit and the JOC. However, in more significant events, the G3 augments the
JOC with battle captains and mission trackers (O3-O4 and Senior NCOs) to maintain
continuity of operations. Daily operations tracking includes monitoring equipment and
resources used, personnel present for duty, and maintaining storyboards to keep
commanders aware of the operation.
c. Pay processes for SAD missions significantly differ from normal T32 or T10 duty
statuses. Because the state treasury funds SAD missions, the process is governed by
the Comptroller of the State of Kansas and managed by the JOC.
(1) Soldiers' minimum base pay is calculated as an E6 with six years of service
for pay.
(2) Soldiers will receive base pay and pay for BAH/BAS in separate payments.
Units must validate that Soldiers receive both payments after duty is complete.
(3) SAD pay is processed based on the State of Kansas pay period, which is
indicated on the KS Form 14; Soldiers should be informed that if they perform duty at
the start of a pay period, their pay will not be calculated until the pay period is over.
Units must provide the following documents for each Soldier per pay period.
(a) KS Form 14 is required for Soldiers in an AGR or M-Day status who
perform SAD missions. The Soldier's status is annotated at the top of the Form 14. AGR
Soldiers do not receive pay for SAD but will receive credit for the Kansas National
Guard State Emergency Duty Service Ribbon
(b) Form 184 Authorization for Direct Deposit of Employee Pay
(c) Bank verification documents, i.e., voided check, memorandum from the
bank, My Pay printout showing SM’s name and SM’s Signature, or bank document
showing all required information (SM’s name, bank name, routing number, and account
number).
(4) Soldiers activated on SAD orders can view paychecks and receive their W2s
from the KS Kansas Employee webpage.
https://sharp.sok.ks.gov/psp/sokhrprd_ess/?cmd=login
d. Units must provide a Consolidated Mission Report (CMR) to the Joint Operation
Center (JOC) daily. This information is used to track personnel and equipment status
and expenditures and to brief KSNG staff. The KSNG JOC provides the format; the
JOC’s email is ng.ks.ksarng.mbx.joc@army.mil
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